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PREFACE 
This study is concerned with the analysis of energy consumption in 
earth sheltered dwellings. The primary goal is to quantify the energy 
usage of six selected earth sheltered residences in Oklahoma. The pro-
cess of examination includes presentation of actual metered energy con-
sumption and predicted energy usage, which are compared, as well as 
comparisons of design space conditioning loads to estimated actual loads. 
Methodologies currently accepted are adapted to derive predictive heat-
ing and cooling loads for the earth covered dwellings. 
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ttlAPTER 
f·NTRODUCT I ON 
The Energy Picture 
The energy waste that developed in the early twentieth century, 
primarily in industrial societies, grew out of a seemingly endless sup-
ply of fossil fuels. Because deposits were large and inexpensive to 
obtain, production energy developed at such a rapid pace that all areas 
of human activity became affected. The period produced architecture 
which reflected this abundance of energy supplies. Mechanical systems 
capable of providing comfort inside spaces in any ambient conditions 
revolutionized building design. Architectural design had little regard 
for the performance of buildings with respect to the effects that loca-
tion, climate, orientation, and physical site characteristics had on 
energy usage. 
In recent years, as petroleum consumption has increased beyond pro-
duction, the world has realized that the supply of petroleum resources 
is finite, and that the need for conservation is great. All sectors of 
society have been affected and severe economic setbacks have occurred 
because of a refusal to acknowledge the existence of an "energy crisis." 
How is energy used in the United States? The percentage of energy 
consumed by each major use sector is shown in Figure.I. The commercial 
and residential sectors together comprise 35 percent of the total energy 
consumed. Building design can alter this percentage significantly. 
Source: Energy Conservation in the Home, Department of 
Energy, EDM-1028, 1977, p. 253. 
Figure 1. Total _Energy Consumption by Major Use Sectors 
2 
Considering the residential sector alone, 70 percent of the energy 
d d d d . . . 1 expen e goes towar space con 1t1on1ng. Although this percentage 
varies slightly from source to source, it clearly remains the largest 
component of energy consumption in residential applications, and accounts 
for almost 16 percent of the total raw energy used in the United States. 2 
The most recent federal energy program, the National Energy Plan I I 
(NEP-11) estimates that an average residence will use 130 million BTUS 
per year costing the homeowner up to $1,000 a year. 3 The government en-
ergy plan advocates energy conservation, hoping that this will provide 
valuable time to develop new technologies, new e~ergy sources, and new 
energy facilities. But as Dr. Charles Fairhurst at the University of 
Minnesota suggests: 
Experience to date suggests that we are unlikely to reach 
goals indicated. In some cases, the technology will not become 
available in time; in others the overall environmental cost of 
a particular technology may be considered too high a price to 
pay for the energy supply benefits of the technology. Certain-
ly we must thoroughly explore the obvious complement to the de-
velopment of new resources, i.e., finding ways to r~duce energy 
consumption and conserve the reserves no available. 
3 
An Alternative: Earth Sheltered Housing 
Using underground space for human habitat is as old as mankind it-
self, dating back to prehistoric use of caves for protection from climate 
extremes. Underground space has continued to be used in contemporary 
time periods mostly for storage and specialized industrial processes. 
Now as energy conservation becomes a design priority, viable solutions 
for residential applications have emerged using earth sheltered concepts. 
As one source relates: 
It is inevitable that the search for architectural forms 
which respond to natural phenomena will lead us back to a re-
consideration of the design techniques which characterized the 
historical periods preceding the industrial era; those which 
respond to sun and wind, heat and cold, and the natural features 
of the earth itself. Among these reconsiderations is the use 
of the earth's tempering qualities to dampen the effects of 
seasonal variations in air temperature.5 
Those who advocate earth covered dwellings generally support the 
preservation of the natural environment as well. Perhaps the most ada-
mant proponent of underground construction is architect Malcolm Wells. 
Almost twenty years ago, long before the energy problems surfaced, he 
voiced "that there just isn't any building as beautiful, or as appropri-
6 
ate, or as important, as the bit of forest it replaces." 
Viewed as a radical statement by most architects in that time pe-
riod, the claims he made began to make more sense by 1974. He maintained 
then that "really great architecture remains, as it began, an earth art; 
an expression, fashioned in the earth's own materials ..• 117 Although 
this back-to-nature theme made sense, few structures were built to con-
serve the natural environment. Wells contends "the idea of an underground 
architecture for the purpose of conservation isn't old. It is so new 
that after ten years of searching I have yet to find more than one or 
two examp 1 es of it. 118 
The aim of most subsurface designs prior to 1973, resulted from 
4 
other nature-oriented reasons and not conservation. In midwestern states, 
Oklahoma included, residences in rural settings were built underground 
for weather protection from windstorms and tornadoes. Architect Ken Labs 
states this aspect "taken together with the argument for climatic effi-
ciency (energy conservation) as well as nature conservation, ... may 
restore the view of the subsurface as the lnatural' way to build.~9 
Energy Conservation Potential 
''There is now no doubt that earth-sheltered buildings require less 
energy than equivalent conventional structures. 1110 
This statement identifies the prime motive force behind the boom in 
earth sheltering. A recent Oklahoma State University study of current 
earth sheltered residence owners in Oklahoma singled out the desire for 
reduced heating and cooling requirements as the number one reason for 
building an earth covered home. 11 
The expected energy savings are due to the climate dampening effect 
of the soil mass covering the structures. The earth smooths the diurnal 
and seasonal temperature fluctuations. At depths below 8 inches, the 
• 
wide diurnal surface temperature variance is negligible, which proves 
12 the advantageous effect of a sod roof. The soil temperatures at great-
er depths respond to seasonal changes after a time lag. Heat from the 
sulT1ller sun reaches the underground space in the fall months whereas the 
cool winter temperatures are delayed until the early summer months. The 
NEP-11 concludes that: 
If best current practices were used, the average new 
building could be heated and cooled with up to 50 percent less 
energy than existing buildings. Use of emerging technologies 
could boost that figure to as high as 60 to 70 percent. 13 
5 
According to architect Frank Moreland, of Fort Worth, Texas, analy-
sis suggests that reductions of 70 percent in heating and cooling loads 
f h d d 11 • • b 1 l 4 Th . f b . 1 or eart covere we 1ngs are poss1 e. 1s concept o su stant1a 
savings in energy consumption is held by many proponents of earth shelt-
ered housing, but technical data supporting this claim remains scarce. 
Dr. Thomas Bligh at MIT says 11 a preliminary search indicated data little 
better than that available to Neanderthal man. 1115 Without actual perfor-
mance background, some owners and builders are mislead on the amount of 
. h h h' . h h . d . l6 energy savings tat t ey can ac 1eve wit eart integrate construction. 
Future of Earth Sheltered Housing 
The aim of the earth sheltered housing alternative, as with any 
good architectural solution, is a living and working environment respond-
ing to the human need. It is an architectural solution that can provide 
a quality habitat, while at the same time preserving and conserving the 
natural environment which it addresses. It is an architectural solution 
that can work in concert with nature, the sun, and the seasonal changes, 
and in the process conserve the energy required to maintain human com7 
fort. 
History reveals the subsurface alternative to be a time-
honored response to climatic variation for the purpose of human 
comfort. With our current and often conflicting interests in 
meeting energy needs while maintaining environmental quality, 
it will serve us well to consider the heritage of underground 
development; it promises us a future of great potential. 17 
A recently published map locating approximately 450 earth sheltered 
6 
projects is presented in Figure 2. The map identifies different building 
occupancy types with residences being in the clear majority. The two 
alajor regions of earth covered construction are easily recognized as the 
states of Minnesota, Wisconsin, and Ok 1 ahoma. 
large number of projects in Minnesota are a result of intense win-
ters; those in Oklahoma are being built for year-round climate attenua-
tion as well as storm protection. It is interesting to note that the 
projects indicated on the map for Oklahoma represent about half of the 
identified earth sheltered structures in the state as of May, 1980. 
~ 
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CHAPTER 11 
PROBLEM STATEMENT 
Goals of Study 
This study will address the topic of energy consumption in earth 
covered buildings with an emphasis on quantifying the energy conservation 
potential. Actual energy performance data from selected existing earth 
sheltered residences in the state of Oklahoma will be presented and 
analyzed. In addition, comparisons of actual and predicted energy con-
sumption with 11 energy conserving11 above grade residences will provide a 
more accurate and realistic forecast of the energy conservation capabil-
ities of earth sheltered housing. 
Purpose of Study 
As pointed out by Bligh in his paper 11 Conservation of Energy by Use 
1 
of Underground Space, 11 the data base of technical support for earth 
sheltered residences is limited. While the need for energy conservation 
escalates as energy costs soar, it is surprising to find that the great 
energy saving potential offered by many supporters of earth sheltered 
housing has been quantified by so few. The lack of documentation can be 
attributed to several reasons including the vernacular nature of most 
earth covered dwellings, the rapid growth of the earth sheltering move-
ment, the complexity of current earth sheltered heat transfer analysis 
10 
11 
methods, and the disinterest of the government with respect to earth shel-
tered housing. In order to facilitate positive acceptance and implemen-
tation of this viable energy conserving building type, actual performance 
must be identifiable and predictable beyond the scope of rough estimates. 
Earth sheltered housing is especially of interest in Oklahoma where it 
not only provides storm protection and reduces heating requirements, but 
reduces an equally large requirement for cooling. This study is generat-
ed by the need to know more about this potential energy saver with use of 
documented performance, and the need for development of a simpler mathe-
matical analysis method which gives an accurate energy consumption esti-
mate. 
Specific Objectives for Study 
The specific objectives of this study attempt to quantify the 
energy design effectiveness of selected earth sheltered dwellings in 
Oklahoma using several methods of evaluation. The objectives are as fol-
lows: 
1. Present the total energy consumption from metered billings 
for six dwellings. 
2. Calculate specific space heating and cooling loads for the 
above dwellings using accepted methodologies adapted for 
this study. In addition, the appliance and domestic hot 
water loads wil 1 be estimated. 
3. Determine the energy performance levels as specified in 
recently published energy standards for buildings. 
4. Compare the actual metered energy usage with the calculated 
energy usage and then with published energy performance 
standards for contemporary buildings as presented above. 
12 
Limitations of Study 
The most obvious limitation of this study is the sample size of six 
residences. Six sites were chosen in order that each case would be iden-
tifiable throughout the study. In addition, this small number of resi-
dences kept the study from becoming unworkable from the inclusion of all 
the extensive hand calculations. Although only six cases will be consid-
ered, the sample size sti 11 allows for multiple comparisons of actual 
and calculated energy consumption. No attempt is made to identify where 
the actual energy flows occur in each structure, but rather to present 
the total heating and cooling energy usage for each case. In order to 
identify the energy transfer modes, specific on-site monitoring would be 
required which is costly and beyond the resources of this study. Because 
of this lack of specific on-site data, many assumptions are made so that 
calculations can be performed. In the event that monitoring activities 
are initiated, the results of this study and the application of the cal-
culation methods presented may be validated more conclusively. The life-
style and habitability parameters of earth sheltered housing will not be 
specifically addressed in this study, but each is recognized as being of 
equal importance to the energy performance characteristics with respect 
. 2 
to the acceptance of this mode of habitat. 
One limitation of the heating season calculations is the failure of 
the methodology used to assess solar contributions that reduce the heat-
ing load. A major limitation of the comparisons presented is the failure 
of current thermal comfort indicators to recognize the positive radiant 
wall effects of earth sheltered housing. Without a more sensitive comfort 
index, the comparisons with above grade construction standards can gfve 
misleading results as occupant comfort directly affects energy consumption. 
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CHAPTER I I I 
DESCRIPTION OF SAMPLES 
Types of Underground Construction 
Table I presents a general overview of building types of earth 
sheltered construction. In lieu of including complete elevational draw-
ings of exposed facades, building sections for each site, or photographs, 
the descriptions of each building type described in Table I will be used 
where applicable for each case. The building type generally used in 
Oklahoma is the elevational which adapts to the hilly topography of 
Oklahoma wel 1, allows for substantial earth cover over and around the 
majority of the structure, and maintains good views to the outside. 
Data Collection 
The data assembled for each dwelling to be studied was gathered in 
a study of earth sheltered housing in Oklahoma funded as a Presidential 
Challenge Grant Project at Oklahoma State University. The project was 
conducted by the School of Architecture and the Department of Housing 
1 2 Design and Consumer Resources. ~ The data collection process utilized 
an extensive survey questionnaire which was mailed to occupants of exist-
ing earth sheltered residences in the state of Oklahoma. The seventeen-
page questionnaire asked respondents to consider aspe~ts of their earth 
sheltered dwelling including size, cost of construction, materials of 
construction, passive energy design, mechanical systems, floor plan 
14 
Type 
1. 11TRUE UNDERGROUND11 
internally similar 
to deep space by 
its isolation 
2. ATRIUM or COUNTRYARD 
used for entry, for 
light and air, for 
outdoor rooms 
3. ELEVATION 
windows, doors, out-
side courts to 
accomodate slopes 
4. SIDE WALL PENETRATIONS, 
for light, air, access, 
view, expansion poten-
tial 
TABLE I 
UNDERGROUND CONSTRUCTION BUILDING TYPES 
Bermed 
New Earth Levil Raised 
Above Existing Grade 
o/777Tl?TT0 
Chamber 
Building Excavated 
Beneath Existing Grade 
~ ?j~/0;/~: n ;//, S.151~ 
. /..//•----
WA:,,J~ 
~ 
~/7<???'4 
Source: Kenneth Labs, 11The Use of Earth Covered Buildings Through History, 11 Alternatives in Energy 
Conservation: The Use of Earth Covered Buildings, Frank L. Moreland (Ed.), Fort Worth, Texas, 
1975, p. 16. 
V1 
layout, maintenance, habitability factors, lifestyle parameters, and 
energy performance indications and documentation. 
Method of Selection 
16 
The six residences chosen represent approximately fifteen percent 
of the currently identified earth sheltered dwellings in Oklahoma for 
which data have been collected and which have been occupied for a year 
or longer. The six houses are all located in the Central and South Cen-
tral regions of the state as shown in Figure 3. The dwellings were not 
chosen because of unusual or outstanding energy performance, but were 
selected on the basis of three criteria: 1) availability of a detailed 
record of energy consumption for a one year cycle, 2) no on-site utiliza-
tion of complex interactive energy systems, and 3) the accessibility of 
technical construction and design data for each structure. 
C•.o 
A• 
t' 
Figure 3. S1te Locati6n of Samples in eklahoma 
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Originally, the sample selection included other criteria, but due 
to size constraints of the sampling frame, they were abandoned. These 
other considerations were building orientation, extent of in.sulation, 
and use of thermal mass in the structure. 
Building Floor Plans 
The schematic floor plans for each dwelling are presented in Fig-
ures 4 through 9, In order to maintain occupant confidentiality, the 
sites will be identified as sites A through F and will be associated with 
• their respective county locations. The assortment of construction types 
is typical of Oklahoma earth sheltered residences in general, and all are 
recent installations. 
Technical Data for Each Site 
General background information for each sample dwelling is compiled 
and presented in Table 11. The building floor areas shown represent 
gross conditioned living floor area. For sites B, D, and F, the gross 
floor area shown does not include the garage. Sites A, C, and E do not 
have Garages. Table I I I summarizes data concerning the extent and depth 
of earth cover for each residence as well as building orientation. All 
six sites can be considered as substantially earth sheltered structures. 
The insulation characteristics of each residence are presented in 
Tables IV and V, as compiled from questionnaire·data.: Examination of 
Table IV points out the general deliberate ommission of insulation at 
earth backed walls, and the absence of roof insulation for sites Band 
F. All six sites indicate uninsulated floor slabs w~ich from field 
·' 
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Designed by Owner 
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·t;>t.,' 
Floor Area~-1370 sq ft -
Wall Construction--Poured Concrete 
Roof Construction--Poured Concrete 
Building Type--Chamber Elevational 
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Figure 4. Floor Plan of Site A Located in Comanche County. 
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Designed by Owner 
Floor Areq--2800 sq ft 
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D 
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LR 
Warl Construction--Concrete Block 
Roof Construction--Poured Concrete 
Building Type--Chamber Elevational 
. 
. 
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Figure 5. Floor Plan of Site B Located in Garvin County. 
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-
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f>o' 
Designed by Owner 
Floor Area--2700 sq ft 
Wall Construction--Concrete 8lock 
Roof Construction--Conventional Wood 
Building Type--Chamber "True'-' Underground With 
Non-Earth Roof 
Figure 6. Floor Plan of Site C Located in Grady County 
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Designeo by Owner, Engineer, Contractor 
Floor Area:....:1700 sq ft.. . . 
Wall Construction--Poured Concrete 
Roof Construction--Bar Joist With Concrete Slab 
Sui 1 ding Type--Bermed 11True 11 Underground 
Figure 7. Floor Plan of Site D Located in McClain County 
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Designed by Owner 
Floor Area--2200 sq ft 
Wall Construction--Poured.Concrete 
Building Type--Chamber Elevational 
Figure 8. Floor Plan of Site E Located in McCurtain County 
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/L(.,I 
Designed by Owner 
Floor Area--2000 sq ft 
Wall Construction--Poured Concrete 
Roof Construction--Bar Joist With Concrete Slab 
Building Type--Chamber Elevational 
Figure 9. Floor Plan of Site F Located in Murray County 
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TABLE 11 
GENERAL INFORMATION ON SAMPLE DWELLINGS 
Floor 
Location, Area Wa 11 Roof 
Sample County Sq. Ft. Construction Construction 
Site A Comanche 1370 Poured Poured 
Concrete Concrete 
Site B Garvin 2800 Concrete Poured 
Block Concrete 
Site C Grady 2700 Concrete Convent i ona 1. 
Block Wood 
Site D McClain 1700 Poured Bar Joist 
Concrete ·\vi th Slab 
Site E McCurtain . 2200 Poured Poured 
Concrete Concrete 
Site F Murray 2000 Poured Bar Joist 
Concrete with Slab 
Date 
Occupied 
12-77 
1-78 
12-77 
12-77 
7-77 
4-78 
Number 
of 
Occupants 
2 
4 
5 
2 
4 
3 
N 
J:-
TABLE 111 
EARTH COVERING OF SAMPLE DWELLINGS 
Earth Cover - Roof Earth Cover - Walls* 
Front Rear Right Left 
Sample Extent Depth Or Extent Or Extent Or Extent Or 
Site A 10oi 1 I - 1 011 s None N 100% E 100% w 
Site B 100~ 1 I - O" E None w 100% N 100% s 
Site C None -0" w 75% E 75% s 75% N 
Convent i ona I 
Roof 
Site D A 11 0 I - 811 SW None NE 100% SE 1009~ NW 
Except (Garage) 
Skylights 
Site E 100% 1 ' - 611 s None N 100% E 100% w 
. 
Site F A 11 2' - 011 s None N 100% E 100% w 
Except 
Sky 1 i ghts 
*OR: Orientation of wall; front wall is defined as major facade, right wall is with reference to 
exterior view of house - facing facade. 
Extent 
1.00% 
100% 
75% 
100% 
100% 
100% 
N 
\J"1 
Sample 
Roof 
Material Thick 
Site A Expanded H-11 
Urethane 
Site B None ---
Site C Polyure"thane 1 " 
Fiberglass 411 
Site D Fiberglass l 0 11 
Site E Styrofoam 411 
Site F None ---
TABLE IV 
INSULATION INSTALLED ON SAMPLE· DWELLINGS 
Insulation Details 
Front Wa 11 Other Walls 
Materi a I Thick Material Thick 
Expanded H" Expanded 111 
Urethane Urethane 
Sytrofoam 1 " None ---
Polyurethane 
1 " 
· Po 1 yureth·ane l " 
(31 down) "(31 down) 
None --- None ---
Rock ? None ---
Wool 
None --- None ---
Floor 
Material 
None 
None 
None 
None 
None 
None 
Thi ck 
N 
"' 
Sample 
Site A 
site ·a 
Site C 
Site D 
Site E 
Site F 
TABLE V 
IMPLICIT INSULATION OF SAMPLE DWELLINGS 
Ceiling System 
Plaster Applied 
to Roof Slab 
Suspended Drywall 
Cei 1 i ng 
Suspended Ti le 
Ce i l i ng 
Suspended Ti le 
Cei 1 ing 
Plaster Applied 
to Roof Slab 
Suspended Tile 
Ceiling 
Construction Details 
Floor System 
Slab on Grade 
Slab on Grade 
Slab on Grade 
Slab on Grade 
Slab on Grade 
Slab on Grade 
Earth Contact Walls: Finishes 
Plaster Applied Directly to 
Structure 
Surface Bonding Cement 
Surface Bonding Cement 
Plaster Applied Directly to 
Structure 
Plaster and Drywall Applied 
Directly ~o Structure 
Drywall on Furring Strips 
N 
"-J 
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experience implies a lack of perimeter slab insulation as well. All in-
sulation is externally applied to the structure except for the fiberglass 
roof insulation at sites C and D, which is internally installed. 
Table V presents the interior fini~hes used. In most cases, a sus-
pended ceiling is used which decouples the radiant effect of the earth 
covered ceiling by providing a dead air space of insulation. A majority 
of the samples have wall finishes that are directly applied to the struc-
ture, which maintain better thermal contact with the earth heat sink as 
compared to furred paneling. Slab on grade floors are used in all cases. 
END NOTES 
1L. L. Boyer, M. J. Weber, and W. T. Grondzik, Energy and Habit-
abi 1 ity Aspects of Earth Sheltered Housing in Oklahoma, Project Report 
Presidential Challenge Grant, Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, 
March, 1980. 
2 Walter T. Grondzik and Lester L. Boyer, ''Performance Evaluation 
of Earth Sheltered Housing in Oklahoma, 11 Proceedings of International 
Solar Energy Society 25th Annual Meeting, Phoenix, Arizona, June, 1980. 
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CHAPTER IV 
METERED ENERGY CONSUMPTION 
Data From Monthly Billings 
The actual metered energy consumption for each residence studied 
• was obtained from the questionnaire response. All six of the sample resi-
dences are total electric installations and are located on rural sites. 
Table VI presents the monthly consumption, expressed in KWH, for each 
site as it was received from each respondent. Due to the limited avail-
ability of metered records, portions of the annual cycle for half of the 
sample dwellings are non-coincident with each other. Sites A, B, and C 
have energy performance data for winter-spring 1977, while sites D, E, 
and F are documented for winter-spring 1978. Examination of weather rec-
ords shows that climatic conditions for these two periods were quite 
similar. Therefore, any apparent inconsistency between the tabulated val-
ues would be attributed to factors not related to weather conditions. 
Energy consumption plots are shown in Figure 10 on a monthly basis for 
each site normalized as a function of gross building area (less garage), 
and all six sites are considered as experiencing coincident data occur-
rences. 
A few comments on the data presented in Table VI are in order. For 
£ite A, the high variance in energy usage could be attributed to the con-
figuration of the building. Since it has a large exposed facade, it loses 
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TABLE VI 
ANNUAL CYCLE SITE ENERGY CONSUMPTION 
Time 
Period 
Site Metered Electrical Consumption (KWH) Covered 
-
Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. Jun. Jul. Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov .. 
A 1130 1710 2760 1830 540 330 480 1380 1080 1050 690 900 12 /77-
11/78 
B 1783 8338 11503 4730 2534 2701 3370 3875 3419 3383 2372 2402 12/77-
11/78 
c 2750 3500 5010 5000 3700 2000 2500 3340 3450 3450 2550 2500 12/77-
11/78 
D 1422 1933 2222 2432 2590 1038 1155 1706 1347 1484 1265 732 6/78-
5/79 
E 2374 2487 2851 2657 2181 1801 2070 231~ 2&00 2814 2651 1981 : 7 /78-
7 /79 
F 2323 2571 2342 1737 1622 1259 2198 2272 1819 1889 929 1757 6/78-
5/79 
----~· w 
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Figure 10. Metered Energy Consumption, Sites A-F. 
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heat at a much higher rate than the other samples, as reflected in the 
mid-winter readings. The data for Site B appears very suspect as the 
mid-winter readings are two to five times as great as the others. Site 
Chas consistent high metered readings that could be attributed to both 
high appliance use (with five occupants) and a non-earth roof. The re-
maining sites, D, E, and F, have energy consumption patterns typical of 
Oklahoma earth shelters. 1 
Elements of Total Consumption 
The energy consumption shown for each site is a total energy ex-
penditure comprised of the requirements for summer and winter space con-
ditioning, domestic hot water heating, and all appliances. The 
respondents for each dwelling indicated on the questionnaire features of 
their residence and behavior which could account for a higher than aver~ 
age energy usage, i.e., two hot water heaters, kitchen appliance usage, 
power tool appliances, stereo usage, etc. Four of the six sites use a 
private well equipped with a pumping system for a water supply source. 
On the average, for the projects examined, the appliance and domestic 
water heating energy usage is estimated to account for approximately 60 
percent of the total annual metered usages. 
Occupant Evaluation of Energy Use 
Several questions pertaining to energy consumption were included in 
the questionnaire. One item requested respondents to compare the actual 
energy consumption of their earth sheltered home to their expectations. 
One respondent indicated actual usage was lower than the expected usage, 
two respondents indicated their expectations were met, while three 
34 
respondents of the six cases expressed an energy consumption greater than 
the expected energy usage. Reasons why actual energy consumption exceed-
ed occupant expectations could include poor thermal mass design, no con-
scious attempt to implement passive solar design, and no apparent 
lifestyle changes to save energy. For most samples, lhe appliance load 
was increased from the previously owned residence which indicates an 
actual improvement in lifestyle. 
Another item asked respondents to compare their present energy con-
sumption to the energy usage of their previous home. Five of the six 
cases studied indicated a lower energy consumption by an average of 45 
percent over their previous residence with the remaining case, Site A, 
expressing an energy consumption level equal to their prior home which 
was a house trailer the same shape as their earth sheltered house. Of 
considerable interest here is the fact that the earth sheltered dwellings 
are, on the average, 67 percent larger than the previously owned dwell-
ings, but still maintain a lower total energy consumption level. Accord-
ing to the homeowners, this substantial energy savings has been achieved 
along with an increase in the comfort, livability, and habitability as-
pects of their residences. 2 
END NOTES 
1 L. L. Boyer, W. T. Grondzik, and M. J. Weber, 11 Passive Energy De-
sign and Habitability Aspects of Earth Sheltered Housing in Oklahoma, 11 
Proceedings 2nd Annual Operational Results Conference on Solar Heating 
and Cooling Systems, Solar Energy Research Institute, Colorado Springs, 
November, 1979. 
2 1bid. 
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CHAPTER V 
PREDICTED ENERGY CONSUMPTION 
Heating Season Heat Loss Calculations 
Formulation of Method 
The design heat loss for each site is derived using the ASHRAE heat 
Joss values for below grade walls and floors, and the standard heat loss 
method found in the ASHRAE 1977 Fundamentals. 1 For earth sheltered con-
struction, the heat loss through roofs and upper portions of walls will 
be greater than the heat loss experienced by the floors and the lower 
wall areas. This loss through roofs can be twice as great2 as that for 
the floor because of the shorter heat transfer paths. 
The data tabulated for heat loss from below grade basement walls 
and floors was found through full scale modeling and therefore are empir-
ical values. These values are limited to standard basement depths of 
seven feet and floor widths between 20 and 32 feet. Applying this method 
to earth sheltered construction, which is typically 10 feet below grade 
and between 12 to 40 feet wide, requires that the tables be expanded. 
For this study, graphical extrapolation shown in Figure 11 was used to 
determine the wall heat loss values which are presented in Table VI I. 
The values for the floor losses, presented in Table VI I I, were extrapo-
lated mathematically. It is interesting to note in Figure 11 that at 
depths below 6 feet the curves for insulated and non-insulated walls 
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Depth 
(ft) 
0-1 (lst} 
1-2(2nd) 
2-3 (3rd) 
3-4(4th) 
4-5(5th) 
5-6(6th) 
6-7(7th) 
7-8(8th) 
8-9(9th) 
9-lO(lOth) 
TABLE V 11 
HEAT LOSS THROUGH BELOW GRADE WALLS 
(BTUH/(SQ FT) (F)) 
Path Length 
Through Soil 
(ft) 
0.68 
2.27 
3.88 
5.52 
7.05 
8.65 
: 10.28 
11 . 80 
13.35 
14.93 
Uninsulated 
0.410 
0.222 
0. 155 
0. 119 
0.096 
0.079 
0.069 
0.059 
0.049 
0.045 
Heat Loss 
l in. 
Insulation 
o. 152 
0. 116 
0.094 
0.079 
0.069 
0.060 
0.054: 
0.050 
0.047 
0.045 
Note: Values above dashed line from Table I, Chapter 24, 
ASHRAE 1977 Fundamentals, p. 24.4. 
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TABLE V 11 I 
FL-OOR HEAT LOSS (BTU/(H)(SQ FT) (F)) 
Depth of Width of House 
Foundation 
Wall Below 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 
Grade (ft) ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft 
7 .035 .032 :.029 .026 .023 .021 ; .019 .017. .095 .013 
I I 
--------------------------
8 .030 .030 .027 .024 .021 .019 .017 .095 .013 .010 
9 .032 .029 .026 .023 .020 .018 .016 .014 . 012 .009 
10 .030 .027 .024 .021 .018 .016 .014 .012 .010 .008 
Note: Values above dashed line from Table 2, Chapter 24, ASHRAE 1977 Fundamen-
ta l s, p. 24. 4. 
w 
\.0 
4 
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begin converging to the same point indicating nearly identical heat loss 
characteristics regardless of applied insulation thickness. Since cool-
ing is such a major concern in Oklahoma, removing insulation at certain 
locations to enhance the passive cooling effects of direct earth contact 
would not significantly increase the heating load. 
The heat loss through the earth covered roof is calculated in the 
same manner as a basement wall. Because the soil modulates the diurnal 
temperature swing, the tables for below grade heat loss through walls 
are adapted to calculate the heat flow through the roof. This involves 
interpolation using the actual transfer path length and extrapolation 
for insulation thicknesses greater than three inches. 
Selection of the appropriate temperature difference to use for be-
low grade heat loss is still a controversial matter. For this paper, 
the interior design temperature is taken to be 70°F, while the external 
design temperature is an estimate of the earth temperature near the 
structure. The ASHRAE 1977 Fundamentals indicates that the amplitude of 
fluctuation, A, of the ground surface temperature at a four inch depth is 
approximately 20°F for Oklahoma. This value is subtracted from the actual 
mean annual air temperature, t , for each site. The mean temperatures 
a 
were calculated from climatological records for the time periods coincid-
ing with the metered energy data. 
Variables Used in Calculations 
This section defines all variables used in heat loss calculations. 
Ql = Heat loss through earth backed walls, Btuh/F 
Q2 = Heat loss through floor slab, Btuh/F 
Q3 = Heat loss through earth covered roof, Btuh/F 
Q4 = Total heat loss through earth backed surfaces, Btuh 
Q5 = Heat loss through exposed construction, Btuh 
Q6 = Heat loss through slab on grade edge, Btuh 
Q7 =Heat loss due to infiltration, Btuh 
HL = Heat loss value, Btuh/sq ft/°F 
Amp= Amplitude of fluctuation, °F 
A1 = Floor area, sq ft 
A2 Ceiling area, sq ft 
A5 = Area of exposed facade component, sq ft 
L1 =Perimeter length of earth backed walls, ft 
L6 = Length of exposed slab edge, ft 
F = Heat loss value for slab edge, Btuh/ft 
t = External design temperature, °F 
ext 
t =Actual mean annual air temperature~ °F 
a 
t. = Inside design temperature, °F 
I 
t = Outside design temperature, °F (97.5% value) 
0 
U =Air-to-air heat transfer coefficient, Btuh/sq ft °F 
Procedure 
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The procedure for determining design heat loss consists of summing 
up the heat losses that occur through the different building components. 
Determination of these heat losses is described below: 
Step 1: 
Incremental heat loss through the earth backed walls, Q1, is found 
by summing the tabulated incremental heat. loss values of the wall accord-
ing to its depth below grade to determine an aggregate heat loss value, 
HL, per lineal foot of wall. This value is then multiplied by the 
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perimeter length of earth backed wall, L1: 
(5. 1) 
Step 2: 
Heat loss through the floor slab, Q2 , is a function of the floor 
depth below grade and the least dimension width of the floor. This 
value, HL, is multiplied by floor area, A1: 
~ = (HL) (A 1) (5. 2) 
Step 3: 
Heat loss through an earth covered roof is found by interpolating 
or extrapolating the tabulated values for below grade walls, and multi-
plying by the ceiling or roof area: 
(5. 3) 
Step 4: 
The external design temperature, text' is found: 
t = ( t - Amp ) ( 5 . 4 ) 
ext a 
Step 5: 
The total heat loss through .surfaces in contact with the earth, Q4, 
is found by combining the values determined above, and then multiplying 
by the design temperature difference: 
(5. 5) 
Step 6: 
Heat loss by conduction through the exposed wall, glass, and door 
areas is found using the standard heat flow equation for each component: 
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(5.6) 
Step 7: 
Slab on grade exposed edge heat loss, Q6 , is found using tabulated 
values, F, multiplied by the length of exposed edge: 
(5,7) 
Step 8: 
Infiltration losses are estimated from the air requirements of ex-
haust fans in bathrooms, kitchens, and hallways, as noted by sample re-
spondents. Combustion make-up air is normally not required with all-
electric homes, except perhaps for fireplaces: 
Q7 = (t. - t ) (CFM) (1.08) I 0 (5. 8) 
The design heat loss is the total of values found in steps five through 
eight. 
Cooling Season Heat Gain Calculations 
Formulation of Method 
Since the conduction of heat by earth backed walls provides a cool-
ing mechanism during the cooling season, calculations for determining the 
design cooling load must be sensitive to this factor. Methods of calcu-
lat ion currently used to find design cooling loads in buildings do not 
address this cooling effect. 
A chapter on Environmental Control for Survival, containing a pro-
cedure referred to as the deep earth shelter method, appears in the 
ASHRAE 1978 Applications. 3 By using an energy balance equation, the 
method predicts resulting environmental conditions inside survival 
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shelters during a specific time interval. By assuming the interior space 
conditions, the energy required of an air conditioning system to maintain 
these conditions can be found using the heat balance equation. 
Although normally applied to completely buried shelters experiencing 
a sudden load input, i.e., occupants, support lighting, and support venti-
lat ion, the method is tentatively utilized here for earth sheltered resi-
dences. The primary load for these structures which have a limited 
arrount of external exposure, is the dynamic solar heat gain. The total 
design summer cooling load is comprised of the following heat gain compo-
• nents: unscreened solar gain, convectional gains due to high external 
air temperatures, heat from ventilation and infiltration air, and inter-
nal gains from occupants and heat-producing equipment. 
The heat dissipation mechanism provided by the earth heat sink is 
dependent upon soil properties. An accurate average temperature for the 
soil surrounding the earth covered dwelling must be established to esti-
mate the heat sink effect. This factor is very important and requires 
site-specific research in order to have realistic values for each project. 
Another factor related to the earth cooling effect concerns the 
amount of interior surface area which can be considered effective in pro-
viding heat conduction away from the structure. If only a small net heat 
dissipation is expected, as with earth covered roofs and front sidewalls 
exposed to solar radiation, the areas should not be included in calcula-
tions of earth cooling. To reduce the possibility of net heat gain, 
thick vegetation on all earth covered surfaces and external shading, 
either man-made or natural, is essential. 4 
For earth covered dwellings, two m0des of cooling are considered: 
heat conduction through earth backed surfaces and mechanical cooling. 
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The method of calculation presented uses the plane semi-infinite model 
of case three. 5 Case three considers a ventilated underground shelter 
from which heat is removed by the combined effects of ventilation (or 
mechanical cooling) and heat conduction. By adapting this particular 
case of the deep shelter method, reasonably accurate values for expected 
energy consumption for a cooling season can be found. The air-condition-
ing energy required is calculated only for a 24-hour period, since the 
dynamic sun load is repeated during that cyclic period. When using the 
method, all load inputs must be expressed as a function of the number of 
• occupants in Btuh per person for the time period being considered. 
Variables Used in Calculations 
This section defines all the variables required in the adaptation 
of the deep earth shelter method. 
Qa = Convective heat gain through glass, Btuh 
Qb = Radiant heat gain through glass, Btuh 
Qc = Heat gain through opaque facade elements, Btuh 
Qd =Design cooling load, Btuh 
Qe =Heat gain from 1 ights, appliances, and equipment, Btuh 
Q0 = Heat gain from occupants, Btuh 
Qf =Heat gain from unconditioned spaces, Btuh 
Q. = Combined external and internal heat gain input, Btuh/person 
I 
Qr= Heat rejected by mechanical refrigeration, Btuh/person 
t = Average monthly temperature, OF 
a 
t. = Design inside temperature, OF 
I 
t = Wall temperature at earth-backed surfaces, OF 
0 
k = Thermal conductivity of soil, Btu/h * sq ft 
* 
F 
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a =Thermal diffusivity of soil, sq ft/h 
e = Elapsed time; for this method adaptation always 24 hours 
a= Equivalent radius of the shelter, ft 
S. =Total effective inner surface area of earth-backed surfaces, sq ft 
I 
S = Effective inner surface area of earth-backed surfaces per person p 
(sq ft) /person 
h = Surface heat transfer coefficient, Btu/h * sq ft * F 
T = Dimensionless time function 
cp =Temperature rise function 
N = Dimensionless parameter used in determination of ¢ 
G = Infiltration rate, CFM/person 
u =Value of temperature rise as function of heat transfer at earth-
o 
backed walls, °F 
n = Dimensionless parameter used in determination of u . 
0 
Procedure 
Before using the adapted deep shelter method, values of several 
variables must be identified either from actual site data or by assuming 
values typical of the location in general. These variables are a, h, k, 
G, t., and t . 
I 0 
In addition to the above items, the variable Q. must be determined 
I 
before proceeding to the steps of the deep shelter adaptation. This 
value Q. is the total heat gain averaged for the 24-hour period divided 
I 
by the number of occupants. It is comprised of heat gains throught the 
fenestration, opaque walls, roofs, heat gains of metabolic heat from 
occupants, and heat gains from equipment. The procedure for finding 
these heat gain components is described in the following steps. 
• 
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Step 1: 
Heat gain through building components exposed to exterior condi-
tions. 
Glass (Convective): 
Q = (U)(A)(t - t.) 
·a a 1 
(5.9) 
Glass (Radiant): 
~ = (A) (SHGF) (SC) (5. 10) 
Opaque: 
Q = (U) (A) (CL TD) 
c 
(5. 11) 
where 
SHGF = sum of the solar heat gain factor averaged over the 24-hour 
period, Bt uh ; 
SC= shading coefficient (constant); and 
CLTD = sum of the cooling load temperature difference values aver-
aged over the 24-hour period, °F. 
Step 2: 
Heat gain from the occupants, Q, is the total metabolic heat re-
o 
leased inside the structure averaged for the 24-hour period. In deter-
mining this value, expected time period of occupancy and activity levels 
of those periods are assumed. For example, consider a person who works 
outside of the home during a typical day. The heat gain from this occu-
pant occurs only in the evening, at night, and in the early morning with 
metabolic heat output corresponding to normal activities during those 
periods of the day. Values for heat gain according to degree of activity 
6 
are found in the ASHRAE 1977 Fundamentals. 
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Step 3: 
Heat gain from app 1 i ances, 1 i ghts, and equipment, Qe, i.s found by 
assuming a unit heat gain per unit floor area: 
Qe = [(Btuh)/(sq ft)](sq ft) (5. 12) 
Step 4: 
Heat gain from convection through party walls, adjacent to uncondi-
tioned spaces, Qf, such as garages. This gives a conservative value when 
the garage is earth sheltered also: 
Qf = (U)(A) (t - t.) 
a I 
(5.13) 
Step 5: 
Determine Q., the heat gain load input, by combining the values cal-
1 
culated in steps 1, 2, and 3, and dividing by the number of occupants: 
Qa + Qb + Qc + Qo + Qe + Qf 
Q. = 
1 Number of Occupants (5. 14) 
After determining the load input, Q., the remainder of the calculation 
I 
procedure is adapted from case three of the deep shelter method. 
St~p 6: 
Calculate the total effective inner surface area of earth-backed 
surfaces, S., using only the surface areas that can reasonably be expect-
1 
ed to maintain heat conduction away from the structure. 
Step 7: 
Divide S. by the number of occupants which then defines the para-
1 
meter S . p 
Step 8: 
Determine the equivalent radius of the shelter, a, using the follow-
ing equation: 
sion: 
a = /5."" 
I 
Step 9: 
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(5. 15) 
Evaluate the dimensionless parameter N solving the following expres-
N = (h) w [ l .08G + (~)/(S )] 
\k1 1.08G + 10 + p 
Step 10: 
(5. 16) 
Using the values of soil thermal diffusivity, elapsed time, and 
• equivalent radius of the shelter, find the dimensionless time function T, 
where 
T = a.e 
(a) 2 
Step 11: 
{5. 17) 
Calculate NIT and determine the value of the temperature rise func-
tion, ~' from the chart presented in Figure 12. 
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Source: ASHRAE 1978 Applications, pp. 12, 15. 
Figure 12. Temperature Rise Chart 
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This parameter~ takes into account the warming of soil in contact with 
the building as it is a function of N and T, which are determined using 
the soil properties. 
Step 12: 
Solve for dimensionless parameter n, where 
hS 
n = ~---~~-P~~~ l.OBG + 10 + hS p 
Step 13: 
Find temperature rise u from Equation (5. 19): 
0 
l 
U o = [ (1 - n) + n~] 
Step 14: 
Determine Qr' the heat carried away by the cooling equipment: 
Q = Q. + [ l 0 ( 100 - t ) ] + [ l . 08G ( t - t ) ] - ( 1 . 08G + l 0) U 
r 1 o a o o 
Step 15: 
(5. 18) 
(5. 19) 
(5. 20) 
Multiply Q , determined above, by the number of occupants to find 
r 
the design cooling load in Btuh: 
Qd = (Qr) (No. of Occupants) (5. 21 ) 
Assumptions 
For this study, actual specific on-site data were not available, so 
with inside design conditions set at 75°F and 50% RH, the following 
assumptions are made. 
l. The soil properties for every case were assumed for heavy, damp 
soil. 7 
K = 0.75 Btu/(h) (ft) (F) 
a = 0.025 (sq ft)/(h) 
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2. The soil temperature equals 62°F, based on the estimated well 
water isotherm for Oklahoma. 8 
3. The inside wall surface temperature is assumed to be 70°F with 
a surface convection heat transfer coefficient assumed. 
h = 1.5(Btu)/(hr) (sq ft) (F) 
The temperature of 70°F was assumed because condensation on walls was 
not indicated as a problem by sample occupants, so it allows for a high 
dewpoint target. If the wall temperature was near earth temperature, 
assumed 62°F, then condensation would occur frequently with Oklahoma 
humidity levels. But alternately, the temperature would not be at room 
temperature, 75°F, due to earth heat sink cooling effects, enhanced by 
good thermal contact. 
4. The infiltration rate, G, was determined by estimating the air 
requirements of exhaust fans in each case. Each fan was assumed to re-
quire 60 CFM when in use, and running time was generously set at 10 min-
utes per hour, so each fan provides an equivalent constant rate of 10 
CFM per fan. All homes were all-electric; therefore, combustion makeup 
air is not required. 
5. Loads from equipment, lights, and appliances were estimated us-
ing 2 Btuh to 3 Btuh per square foot of living area, depending on degree 
of appliance use indicated in the questionnaire on a 5-point scale with 
less than average (1), average (3), and more than average (5). 
6. Thermal characteristics of the glass equal to the following, 
assuming double glazing: 
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U = 0.58 (Btuh)/(sq ft) (F), SC= 0.88 
]. The cooling effect of the earth is not considered for the ceil-
ing area and the first five feet of the front side walls and floor area 
extending back from the exposed facade due to the exposure to solar 
radiation. This portion of surface area also served as a transition area 
due to increased outdoor air temperature. The five foot setback was 
arbitrary and somewhat conservative since some of the residences received 
no direct radiation on the exposed wall because of porch overhangs. These 
areas are not included in the value of S. or S , are are assumed to pro-
1 p 
• vide no net gain. 
Annual Cycle Energy Estimation Procedures 
Space Heating 
The Heating Degree Day Method9 is used to calculate the values of 
expected energy consumption required for space heating. In order to make 
comparisons between the predicted and actual metered energy consumption, 
actual monthly degree days for each site are compiled from weather bureau 
records for the months for which metered data are available. 
Space Cooling 
Since cooling degree day methods are not well defined or accepted, 
the energy estimates for space cooling are based on logic and fiel~ ex-
perience. 
By using a 24-hour average unit running time of 15 minutes per hour, 
which field experience suggests as typical of earth ~heltered installa-
tions, the daily energy usage is found by multiplying the design cooling 
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load, Qd, by 6. The monthly energy consumption is then derived simply by 
multiplying by 30. The design cooling loads are determined separately 
for each month. 
Appliances and Domestic Hot Water 
In order to compare predictive energy consumption with the actual 
metered consumption which is presented as total usage, the appliance and 
water heating requirements are estimated. This combined estimate of 
appliance and water heating consumption is then added to the space condi-
tioning energy expenditure to provide a total energy consumption predic-
tion. The estimates of energy used per month were compiled from two 
sources, Energy Conservation.!...!!. the Home 10 and Alternative Natural Energy 
11 Sources. The respondents for each site evaluated their own appliance 
use as less than average (1), average (3), or more than average (5) on a 
5-point rating scale. The predicted appliance usage was estimated con-
sidering this evaluation and the age, sex, and number of occupants. It 
is realized that appliance usage varies from day to day and month to 
month, but in order to predict the total consumption on an annual basis, 
the monthly average consumption estimated will be assumed for all months. 
Example Energy Calculations: Site F 
In order to illustrate the methods described, example calcul~tions 
for Site F will be presented. The exposed wall area and U-factors are 
determined from questionnaire responses. The procedure will include 
derivation of the design heat loss, design cooling load, space condition-
ing energy consumption, and estimation of appliance and domestic hot 
water energy usage. 
• 
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The exposed wall construction assumed is: 
Typical frame construction: U = 0.07, A= 144 sq ft 
Double pane windows: U = 0.58, A= 144 sq ft 
Door, S.C. 1~ in.: U = 0.34, A= 42 sq ft 
Concrete block at garage party wall: U = O. 18, A= 240 sq ft 
No insulation installed on earth-backed walls, earth covered roof 
Roof earth cover = 2 1 - 011 
3 occupants, 3 exhaust fans. 
Heat Loss 
The design heat loss calculations are determined for the month of 
December. The procedure steps sequence follows the outline presented in 
the heating season calculation section of this chapter. The mean annual 
air temperature is the actual value for this site. 
Month: December 
Outside design temperature= 13°F 
Inside design temperature= 70°F 
Mean annual air temperature= 61.2°F 
Amplitude of fluctuation= 20°F 
1. Heat loss through earth-backed walls, using Table VII: 
Depth Below Grade (ft) 
2-3 
3-4 
4-5 
5-6 
6-7 
7-8 
8-9 
9-10 
(Btuh)/(Ft) (F) 
0. 155 
0. 119 
0.096 
0.079 
0.069 
0.059 
0.049 
0.045 
0.671 
• 
Total per foot length of wall= 0.671 (Btuh)(ft)(F) 
Length of wa 11 = 118 1 - 011 
Total wall heat loss= (118) (0.671) = 79. 18 (Btuh)/(F). 
2. Heat loss through floor slab using Table VI I I: 
36' wide 
3. 
Average heat loss per sq ft = 0.014 (Btuh)/(ft) (F) 
Floor area = 2000 sq ft 
Total floor loss= (2000) (0.014) = 28.00 (Btuh)/(F). 
Loss through roof, 2 1011 transfer path: 
Suspended ceiling construction with 12 11 air space, R = 5.87 
Jnterpolating between R values, in Table VI I I provides heat 
value= 0. 10 (Btuh)/(sq ft) (F) 
Ceiling area= 2000 sq ft 
Total ceiling heat loss (0. 1) (2000) = 200.0 (Btuh)/(F). 
4. Total loss through earth-backed surfaces: 
(79.18) + (28.00) + (200.0) = 307.2 (Btuh)/(F). 
5. External design temperature= (61 .2 - 20) = 4l.2°F 
Design temperature difference= (70 - 41.2) = 28.8°F 
(307.2) (28.8) = 8847.4 Btuh. 
6. Exposed facade losses (construction assumed): 
Garage assumed 50°F 
Walls: (0.07) (144) (57) = 575 
(0. 18) (240) (20) = 864 
Windows: (0.58) (144) (57) = 4760 
Doors: (0.34)(21) (57) = 407 
( 0. 34) ( 21 ) (20) = 143 
Total heat loss = 6749 Btuh 
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7. Slab edge loss: 
36'-0" exposed, uninsulated 
R = 3.75, F = 31 Btuh/sq ft 
(36)(31) = 1116 Btuh. 
8. Infiltration loss: 
Heat Gain 
3 exhaust fans @ 60 CFM each = 180 CFM, (.5) for diversity 
(0.5)(180)(1.08)(57) = 5540 Btuh 
Totals for Site ~: Btuh 
(5) Earth-backed surfaces 8,847 
(6) Exposed construction 6,749 
(7) Slab edge 
( 8) In fi 1 tr at ion 
Design heat Joss: 
1 , 116 
5,540 
22,252 Btuh (December). 
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The design heat gain for August is found using the method described 
in the section on heat gain calculations of this chapter. The average 
monthly temperature used is the actual value for this site. 
Month--August 
Outside design temperature= monthly average temperature 
=81.l°F 
Inside design temperature= 75°F 
G = 10 CfM/person 
SHGF = 13. 96 Btuh/sq ft 
CLTD = 9.2°F 
Reference Appendix B for determination of SHGF and CLTD. 
1. Heat gain through building components: 
Glass: Convective gain using Equation (5.9): 
Q = (0.58)(144) (81. 1 - 75) = 509.5 Btuh 
a 
Radiant gain using Equation (5. 10): 
~ = (144) (13.96) (.88) = 1769.0 Btuh 
Wall: Heat gain using Equation (5. 11): 
Q = (0.07) (144) (9.2) = 92. 7 Btuh. 
c 
2. Occupant heat gain for 24-hour test period: 
2 males, female 
Activity: Time, (Hrs)(Heat Gain)(Occupant Number) 
Sleeping: (8 hrs) (350) (2.85) = 7980 
Light Work: (6 hrs) (420) (2.85) = 7182 
Gone: (10 hrs) 
15162 
15162/24 = 632 Btuh. 
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3. Occupant indicates average (3) appliance use, so using Equation 
(5. 12): 
Q = (2000 sq ft) (2.5 Btuh/sq ft) = 5000 Btuh. 
e 
4. Heat gain from garage using Equation (5. 13): 
5. 
6. 
7. 
Qf = {0.18) (240) (81.1 - 75) = 263.5. 
Using Equation (5. 14), the heat gain input Q. is: 
I 
- (509.5) + (1769) + (92.7) + (632) + (5000) +263.5 Qi - 3 
= 2755.4 Btuh/person. 
S. = (408) + (288) + (240) + (1836) = 2772 sq ft. 
I 
S = (2772)/(3) = 924 (sq ft)/(person). p 
8. Determine a using Equation (5. 15): 
a = h 772 = 5 3 ft . 
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9. Find N solving Equation (5. 16): 
N = (I. 5) (ci:~~) (1.08) (10) + (10) (1.08) (10) + (1.5) (924) 
= 1.57 
10. Solving Equation (5.17): 
T = (0.~~~~(24 ) = 0.0002. 
11. Nff = (1.57) (0.0002)0.5 = 0.022. Using the chart in Figure 12, 
<f>;; 0.10. 
12. From Equation (5.18): 
(1.5) (924) 
n = (1.08) (10) + 10 + (1.5) (924) = 0·985 · 
13. Us in g Equation ( 5. 19) : 
1 
uo = (1 - 0.985) + (0.985) (0. 1) = 8· 81 F 
14. Find Q using Equation (5.20): 
r 
Q = (2755.4) + 10 (100 - 70) 
r 
+ ( 1 • 08) ( 1 O) ( 81 . I - 70) 
- (I. 08) ( 10) + ( 10) ( 8. 81 ) 
= (2755.4) + (300) + (119.88) - (183.2) 
= 2992 Btuh/person. 
15. Design cooling load, Qd, using Equation (5.21): 
Qd = (2992) (3) = 8976 Btuh (August). 
Energy Consumption Estimation 
The actual heating degree days for December, 1978, 750, along with 
the design heat loss, are used for the energy usage estimation. Insert-
ing these values into the heating degree day approximation below, 
KWH = (22,252) (750) (24) = (57) (3413) 2059 KWH (December) 
the expected energy consumption for spacing heating is found. 
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To find the expected energy consumption for August, 1978, the month 
considered in the cooling load calculations, the daily energy usage is 
first found: 
(6 hrs/day)(8,976 Btuh) = 53,856 Btuh/day 
All months are considered as having 30 days, so monthly consumption 
is found by multiplying by 30. Assuming typical residential air condi-
tioning unit sizes of 2 to 3 tons, the conversion to KWH is found using 
the EER value typical of this size, 6.5 Btu/watt: 
(30) (53,856) = 
(6500) 249 KWH (August) 
The appliance and domestic water heating consumption is estimated by 
a compilation of statistically determined empirical energy consumption 
values describing the average monthly usage in a typical residence. The 
appliances chosen are assumed typical of latter-day households. These 
data are presented in Table IX. On the questionnaire, the respondent in-
dicated a higher than average (5) number of appliances; therefore, to in-
sure consideration of items not included above, like power tools or a 
microwave oven, the total is increased by 25 percent: 
(1.25)(1025) = 1282 KWH 
Combining this value with the respective space conditioning energy 
usage estimates provides an expected total energy consumption in the 
months indicated for site F: 
December, 1978: (2059) + ( 1282) = 3341 KWH 
August, 1978: (249) + .(1282) = 15 31 KWH. 
TABLE IX 
APPLIANCE AND DOMESTIC WATER 
HEATING USAGE FOR SITE F 
Appliance/Water Heating 
Range Self-Cleaning Oven 
Coffee Maker 
Dishwasher 
Mixer 
Frying Pan 
Broiler 
Toaster 
Garbage Disposal 
Refrigerator/Freezer 
{Frostless, 14 cu ft) 
Clothes Dryer 
Washing Machine 
{Automatic) 
Water Heater 
Fan Exhaust 
Iron 
Hair Dryer 
Television (Color) 
Radio/Record Player 
Vacuum 
Lighting 
Total 
K~JH/Month 
100.4 
8.8 
30.3 
1.0 
15.5 
8.3 
3.3 
2.5 
152.4 
82.7 
8.6 
351. 6 
3.6 
12.0 
1.2 
42.0 
9. 1 
5.0 
40.0 
1025. 1 
60 
' 
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Predicted Values for All Sites 
The expected energy consumption for all samples was found in the 
same manner for each month, as the total consumption for December, 1978, 
and August, 1978, for Site F was determined above. The calculations for 
the heating season, cooling season, and appliance and domestic water 
heating estimates for each site are included in Appendixes A, B, and C, 
respectively. For each site, the calculations predicted the total energy 
consumption for the months corresponding to months of actual metered 
billings for the full year cycles indicated. These data are compiled 
and presented in Table X. 
New Methods 
Because of the dynamic nature of heat transfer in earth covered 
buildings, methods utilizing computer modeling are being developed and 
tested against actual data. At the Ames Laboratory, D.O.E., Ames, Iowa, 
Richard Szydlowski and Thomas Kuehn have developed a mathematical model 
which analyzes the transient heat loss in earth sheltered structures. 12 
The model solves the two-dimensional transient Fourier heat conduction 
equation in cartesian coordinates using an alternating direction impli-
cit finite difference technique. The model can consider variable soil 
properties, different building configurations, and varying thicknesses 
and locations of external and internal insulation. 
Some preliminary findings using this model found that seasonal wall 
and ceiling losses in Iowa, with approximately 6.5 feet of soil cover, 
were not reduced to values typical of conventional construction unless 
insulation was added. It also identified the trade-offs encountered by 
the installation of insulation. Although the winter season heat losses 
Site Dec. Jan. Feb. 
A 2518 3308 3110 
B 4069 5789 5045 
c 4230 5703 5004 
D 2480 3087 2593 
E 3038 3809 3112 
F 3341 4393 3596 
TABLE X 
PREDICTED ANNUAL CYCLE ENERGY CONSUMPTION 
Electrical Consumption (KWH) 
Mar. Apr. May Jun. Jul. Aug. Sep. Oct. 
2048 1005 980 987 1017 1026 1076 1117 
3325 1717 1740 1771 1790 1766 1753 1699 
3285 1968 1968 1967 1991 1993 2015 1990 
1742 1038 1057 1089 1123 1104 1090 1033 
2281 1672 1694 1717 1726 1714 1696 1658 
2375 1428 1464 1515 1540 1501 1490 1404 
Nov. 
1916 
2876 
3091 
1747 
2087 
2233 
Time 
Period 
Covered 
12/77-11 /78 
12/77-11 /78 
12/77-11 /78 
6/78-5/79 
7/78-7/79 
6/78-5/79 
O'\ 
N 
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are reduced, the passive cooling heat transfer of the wall in summer is 
retarded with added insulation. Floor insulation reduces the heat con-
duction away from the structure more in the cooling season, so it actu-
11 • 1 • 13 a y increases annua energy requirements. 
A simpler method for determining the heat flow through earth covered 
roofs has been developed by Dr. Edward Blick at the University of 
Oklahoma. The method is generated by the temperature dampening effect of 
the first eight inches of soil at the earth's surface. Because the diur-
nal oscillations of surface air temperature are not felt below eight 
inches, the average monthly surface air temperature is used in the heat 
flux equation. When considering an earth covered composite roof, the 
total R-value of the roof assembly is calculated in the normal manner and 
combined with the R-value of the soil. The Blick approximation equa-
tion14 of heat flux through earth covered roofs is expressed as 
where 
T = 0 
T. = I 
R = 
e 
R* = 
-T 
0 q = R 
e 
- T. 
I 
mean monthly air temperature; 
internal room temperature; 
thermal resistance of the earth; and 
thermal resistance of the composite 
(5.22) 
roof minus soi 1 . 
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CHAPTER VI 
BUILDING ENERGY STANDARDS 
Building Energy Performance Standards 
The proposed Department of Energy Building Energy Performance 
Standards (BEPS) 1 has been developed to establish energy performance 
standards for new buildings in an effort to achieve the maximum practica-
ble improvements in energy efficiency and increases in the use of renew-
able annual energy budget for space conditioning in Btuh/sq.ft./year, and 
a separate budget for hot water heating for all residences. 
BEPS identifies 78 Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas (SMSA) 
for which energy budget values have been determined. When considering 
specific sites, the nearest SMSA is chosen for evaluation of the space 
conditioning energy budget. At this time, the two SMSA locations in 
Oklahoma available to choose from are Tulsa and Oklahoma City. The value 
for Oklahoma City will be appropriate ·for all sites in this study. The 
building type, and fuel type must also be identified in order to choose 
the correct annual energy target. In this investigation these are single 
family detached and electricity, respectively. 
The allowable space conditioning energy consumption for Sites A 
through Fis 34.3 MStu/sq. ft./year. For all single family dwellings, 
regardless of size or number of occupants, a constant energy budget of 
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54,600 MBTU/year has been specified for water heating, with no identified 
budget for appliance usage. 
Minimum Property Standards 
The Minimum Property Standards (MPS) 2 developed by the Department 
of Housing and Urban Development are building standards that outline re-
quirements for special types of new construction. They define the mini-
mum level of acceptabi 1 ity of design and construction for low rent public 
housing and housing approved for government mortgage insurance programs. 
Considering MPS provides one level of building energy performance for 
equivalent above grade dwellings that can be compared with the six earth 
sheltered sites. The equivalent above grade dwellings are the same size, 
configuration, and orientation as the earth sheltered counterpart. 
The design loads for the equivalent dwellings are derived using the 
calculation procedure used in finding design loads for "Arkansas" House 
construction, 3 to be discussed in a later section. The most recent 1979 
edition of MPS identifies the required construction features that are 
assigned to the equivalent residences for the determination of building 
heat loss and heat gain loads. These features include; 611 fiberglass 
batts (R = 19) in the cei 1 ing, 3 l/2 11 fiberglass batts in 2x4 stud ex-
terior walls, single pane weather-stripped windows with area limited to 
15 percent of gross exterior wall area enclosing heated spaces, hollow 
core uninsulated doors, and perimeter slab insulation (R = 3.5). The 
design heating load and cooling loads calculated are presented in Table 
XI. The calculations of the loads are included in Appendix D. 
Site 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
TABLE XI 
DESIGN LOADS FOR EQUIVALENT MPS 
ABOVE GRADE SWELLINGS 
Winter Heat Loss 
Btuh 
54,073 
61 '636 
66,861 
39' 148 
56,016 
47,945 
ASHRAE Standard 90-75 
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Summer Heat Gain 
Btuh 
34,330 
39,051 
41,847 
25,737 
35,463 
30,568 
ASHRAE Standard 90-75, Energy Conservation in New Building Design, 4 
is a current standard which is generally accepted as a guide to energy 
efficient design of new buildings. Although the,performance section of-
fers an option for evaluation of earth covered structures, the conmonly 
used envelope prescription section, Section 4.0, does not specifically 
address earth sheltered construction and the potential energy conserva-
tion benefits. In an effort to gauge the effectiveness of the earth cov-
ered residences in this analysis, winter and summer design loads are de-
rived for equivalent above grade residences of sample dwellings which 
meet the requirements of Section 4.0 of 90-75. 
The design heating and cooling loads of these above grade duplicate 
dwellings are found using the required envelope U factors and perimeter 
insulation identified in Section 4.0. The design heating loss for the 
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equivalent structures is found using the method described in Chapter 24, 
ASHRAE 1977 Fundamentals. 5 Design heat gain is determined using Heat 
Transfer Multipliers6 corresponding to U-factors required by 90-75. The 
infiltration component for both design heat loss and heat gain is estimat-
ed identically to the load in the predictive heat loss calculations in 
Chapter V at a rate of 60 CFM per exhaust fan. To estimate solar gains 
in heat gain calculations, the window area is assumed 10 percent of the 
total exposed wall area. The predictive design loads of these equivalent 
90-75 dwellings are tabulated in Table XI I. Detailed calculations are in 
• Appendix D. 
Site 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
TABLE XI I 
DESIGN LOADS FOR EQUIVALENT 90-75 
ABOVE GRADE DWELLINGS 
Winter Heat Loss 
Btuh 
45,650 
42,672 
48,599 
35,977 
42,326 
40,461 
Summer Heat Gain 
Btuh 
25,015 
30,233 
34,612 
23,936 
32' 110 
28,840 
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The "Arkansas" House 
In the climate of today's energy crisis, energy conserving concepts 
for the building cormlunity have started being developed. Professional 
engineers, architects, and building contractors have all been attempting 
to provide homes that would cost less to build and less to operate. 
Frank Holtxclaw, a construction design analyst for HUD, has developed a 
residential construction method which saves framing lumber, provides in-
stallation of more insulation, and reduces construction time. His scheme 
was realized in several prototype dwellings erected in Little Rock, 
Arkansas, where they have shown a savings of energy costs in excess of 
$200 per year. 7 Stated as the main objective of the design was the de-
sire "to gain maximum control over the interior environment of the home 
.•. , to isolate the interior environment from the variable exterior 
environment. 118 
The inclusion of the "Arkansas" House in this analysis provides 
another energy design parameter against which earth sheltered design may 
be measured. Design winter and summer loads are calculated for above 
grade equivalent dwellings constructed with the energy-saving elements 
of the "Arkansas" House using the Heat Transfer Factor method presented 
in the paper "Energy Saving Homes. 119 As with the MPS and 90-75 equiva-
lent dwellings, the above grade duplicates are the same size, shape, and 
orientation as their earth sheltered 11 twins. 11 
The construction characteristics of the "Arkansas" House include 
the following; 1211 fiberglass batts in ceiling (R = 38), 611 fiberglass 
batts in 611 exterior stud walls (R = 10.7), insulated doors, double pane 
windows with area restricted to 8 percent of gross living area, and a 
ventilation controlled attic space. The design loads for the above grade 
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equivalent dwellings, having these construction characteristics are pre-
sent in Table XI I I, and the calculations appear in Appendix D. 
Site 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
TABLE XI 11 
DES I GN LOADS FOR EQUIVALENT ''ARKANSAS'' HOUSE 
ABOVE GRADE DWELLINGS 
Winter Heat Loss Sulllller Heat 
Btuh Btuh 
20,210 16' 199 
30,573 27,061 
31,280 27,006 
18,919 17,662 
22,273 22,518 
22,894 20,605 
Therma.1 Integrity Factor 
Gain 
A new concept has been developed by Dr. Ray Sterling at the Univer-
sity of Minnesota which addresses the energy consumption performance of 
residences with respect to primarily the heating season. A single num-
b • l l d h Th 1 I ' F l O . d • d • h er rating ca e t e erma ntegr1ty actor 1s er1ve us1ng·t e 
heating season energy usage, in Btus, divided by the conditioned, living 
floor area of the dwelling, and the heating degree day total for that lo-
cation. Dr. Sterling has determined that Thermal ln~egrity Factors of 
one or less are extremely good, with poor ratings beginning at values of 
eight. One example of a Minnesota earth sheltered dwelling is the Jones 
House which has a rating of 1.67 Btu/sq. ft./HDD. This 1500 sq. ft. 
residence used 1.75 cords of oak wood at 12 MBtu/cord for the heating 
source. 
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Applylng the Thermal Integrity Factor rating system to the Okl~homa 
earth covered dwellings in this study, shows that with the predicted 
heating energy consumption of all-electric heating the ratings are fair-
ly good. For example, the Thermal Integrity Factors for Sites D and E 
are 3.43 Btu/sq. ft./HDD and 3.39 Btu/sq. ft./HDD, respectively. The 
actual Thermal Integrity Factors would be lower, as the actual metered 
energy consumption is less than predicted usage. The Thermal Integrity 
Factors of actual metered usage (minus the estimated appliance and hot 
water consumption) for Sites D and E are 1.93 Btu/sq. ft./HDD and 2.41 
Btu/sq. ft./HDD respectively. 
Although this concept seems to have some value when applied to the 
heating season cycle, it does not comfortably address the cooling sea-
son. To achieve a similar rating for the cooling cycle a new component 
must be used in place of heating degree days, which could logically be 
called 11 cooling degree days 11 {COD). Because the formulation of an ac-
curate measure which would be a cooling degree day would appear to be 
the subject of an extensive study by itself, a possible basis for evalu-
ation is briefly discussed here. 
Since heating degree days are based on a referent base of 65°F a 
simple logical approach for cooling degree days would be to identify a 
reference point, which might possibly be 80°F. The use of accurate and 
complete weather data would be required in order to calculate a value 
for daily and monthly cooling degree days. Because the cooling requir-
ed results from a combination of solar radiation effects and increased 
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air temperature, the COD value would also need modification to include 
the radiation component. Realizing that the amount of solar radiation 
is dependent on latitude, using the Solar Heat Gain Factors tabulated 
11 0 in the ASHRAE 1977 Fundamentals along with the 80 F reference could 
conceivably produce a close approximation of 11cooling degree days 11 that 
might be used in calculating the Thermal Integrity Factor for cooling 
seas~n. 
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CHAPTER VI I 
COMPARISONS 
Total Energy Consumption 
Actual Metered vs. Predicted 
Calculated mean values of the predicted total energy consumption 
presented in Table X, Chapter V, and mean values of the actual metered 
usage presented in Table VI, Chapter IV, are plotted for an annual cycle, 
shown in Figure 13. 
Although the lines representing the predicted and actual usage do 
not coincide directly, there appears to be good agreement between the 
calculated and actual values. As noted in Figure 13, Site B was not in-
cluded in the averages in this comparison mainly due to questionable 
values of metered energy which substantially varied from all five other 
cases, as seen in Figure 10, Chapter lV, where the mid-winter usage/sq. 
ft. is more than twice as great as the next highest value, Site A. 
The months of February and May, for which the highest and lowest 
energy consumption recorded for the earth sheltered dwellings occur one 
billing period later thant the respective peaks indicated by predictive 
calculations; this phase shift is most likely attributed to the time lag 
of the earth mass. A probable explanation for the wide variance in mid-
winter values is the inadequacy of the modified basement and degree day 
methods, which do not consider passive solar gains on the roof areas or 
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glazing. The difference in calculated and predicted values for the sum-
mer could be due to net solar gains through the roof and ceiling assembly 
and through unshaded exposed glazing. In most cases the glazing faces 
south in contrast to isolated cases of well shaded non-south glass. 
It should be restated that to achieve values of total energy usage, 
estimates of appliance and domestic water heating energy were combined 
with the predicted energy consumption values of space heating and cool-
ing. Annual totals of the mean values for the predicted and actual en-
ergy consumption are as follows: 
Predicted: 25,397 KWH 
Actual: 24,931 KWH 
These totals reveal that, on the average, for a yearly energy usage, the 
predictive values are 98 percent correct for this limited sample of 
Oklahoma case studies. 
Actual Metered vs. BEPS 
Figure 14 compares the actual annual site energy consumption to the 
BEPS (November, 1979) energy budget determined for each site. The BEPS 
energy budget is a combination of the space conditioning componet (34.3 
MBtu/sq. ft./year) and the water heating component (54,600 MBtu/year) 
divided by the respective gross floor area of each site. The actual an-
nual energy consumption is represented by this same block of energy, 
space conditioning and water heating, as one component, and the appliance 
energy usage as a separate component. The appliance energy estimates are 
identical to the approximations previously used in calculation of total 
predicted energy consumption. 
For all samples, except Site B (where mid-winter readings are 
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Heating, Cooling, and Water Heating Energy 
Figure 14. Comparison of Metered Energy Consumption to BEPS 
Energy Budget 
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suspect), the total gross metered annual energy consumption which in-
cludes appliance usage is less than the BEPS energy budget for space con-
ditioning and water heating alone. By deleting the appliance energy 
consumption of the samples, the benefits of earth sheltering are further 
demonstrated. A question arises as to the validity of the BEPS energy 
allocation for domestic water heating. The amount budgeted appears ex-
tremely large for all single family dwellings, since dwelling size and 
number of occupants are not considered. 
Design Loads 
Projected design loads for equivalent above grade dwellings meeting 
construction requirements of MPS, ASHRAE 90-75, and the "Arkansas" House 
are compared to the design heating and cooling loads of their earth 
sheltered counterpart. Figures 15 through 20 present the comparisons of 
design loads for Sites A through F respectively, as a function of gross 
floor area. 
The predicted loads for the earth sheltered dwellings, ESHP, are 
the design heat loss and the design cooling load found using the methods 
described in Chapter V. The "metered" heat loss and heat gain of each 
site, ESHM, are estimated by subtracting the appliance and water heating 
energy from the metered value of total consumption. The appliance and 
water heating energy used is identical to the amount added to the calcu-
lated loads, ESHP, when determining the predictive total energy consump-
tion. The 11metered 11 heat loss is found by reversing the degree day 
method using the February degree day total, and the ''actual" cooling load 
is derived by reversing the energy estimation method outlined in Chapter 
V using the July energy usage. The values of ESHA for case B should 
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probably be discounted, as meter readings appear extremely unusual when 
compared to all the other samples. The loads for the MPS, 90-75, and 
Arkansas equivalent dwellings are those determined in Chapter VI. 
Figure 15 shows the design loads for Site A. The unusually high 
heat loss rate can be attributed to the building configuration as it is 
long and narrow, with a large exposed wall. The relationship between 
the different loads is typical of earth sheltered and above grade dwell-
ings,,with MPS being the highest and ESHA being lowest. 
The comparison of design loads for Site B is presented in Figure 16. 
This is the only case where the predicted heat loss for the earth cover-
ed structure is higher than the load determined for the 11Arkansas 11 equiva-
lent dwelling. The main reason for the higher value is the lack of 
insulation on the 2800 sq. ft. roof. Calculations indicate that 58 per-
cent of theESHPvalue is heat loss through the roof. Passive solar 
heating is impossible due to the well-shaded east-facing exposure. Be-
cause of this lack of insulation and east-facing exposure, passive 
cooling strategies could be used in the summer, if the moisture content 
of the soil overhead is maintained at a high level, and solar radiation 
is shaded. 
In Figure 17, the design heat loss rate and the 1'metered1'heat loss 
rate are shown as nearly identical for Site C. In all the other cases 
(excluding B), the 1'metered 11 load is less than the predicted heat loss. 
One reason for the departure for Site C, could be due to the non-earth 
conventional roof construction. This would also be cause for the high 
11metered 11 cooling load shown on the cooling season graph, where exposure 
to direct solar radiation would make the roof temperature rise above 
that of an earth sheltered roof. 
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The pattern of the relationship between design loads and actual 
loads is typical for Sites D and E, shown in Figures 18 and 19. On the 
heating cycle, the design heat loss is considerably lower than the de-
sign loads of above grade construction, with the actual loss ,being even 
lower. For Site D, a probable explanation for this relationship is the 
small exposed wall area, which minimizes the typically largest portion~ 
next to infiltration, of heat loss. For Site E, the deliberate use of 
passive solar radiation on the south facing windows and roof might ac-
count for the considerable improvement in the actual heating season 
design load. Although the actual cooling load is significantly larger 
than the design load for both Sites D and E, the actual values are still 
considerably less than the next best values of the 11Arkansas 11 equivalent 
dwellings. 
The same basic relationship for the heating and cooling season de-
sign loads exists for Site F, shown in Figure 20. The predicted heat 
Joss is again lower than any of the other predicted values, and the esti-
mated 11metered11 heat loss is lowest on the comparative scale. The 11metered 
cooling season load is greater than the predicted value, but still re-
mains better than any of the other design cooling loads. 
The graphs presented in Figure 21 indicate the relative mean values 
of the various standards of construction considered for Sites A, C, D, E, 
and F. Site B was not included because of questionable metered readings. 
When compared to the worst case, MPS, the percentage of savings in design 
heating load for 90-75, Arkansas House, predicted earth sheltered and 
estimated actual earth sheltered, are 22 percent, 57 percent, 63 percent, 
and 72 percent respectively. Reasons for a lower actual value as compar-
ed to the predicted value would be attributed to passive solar input and 
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the enhanced wall temperature effects on comfort discussed in the next 
section. 
For the summer cooling instantaneous design predictions, when com-
pared to the worst case, MPS again, the percentage of savings for 90-75, 
Arkansas House, predicted earth sheltered, and estimated actual earth 
sheltered, are 15 percent, 40 percent, 72 percent, and 51 percent respec-
tively. One probable reason for the higher actual value than predicted 
is the presence of unshielded passive solar gain to earth covered sur-
faces. 
Comfort and Energy Consumption 
The previous comparisons of design loads indicate that the earth 
sheltered dwellings in this study and their "Arkansas" House counterparts 
are both extremely good energy conserving alternatives. But, these com-
parisons are static, point measures, whereas actual energy consumption 
is directly related to thermal comfort of the occupants. 
Typically, thermal comfort has been identified by air temperature 
alone, without consideration of the radiant effect of room surfaces. 1 
When occupants in above grade dwellings occupy a space adjacent to an 
exterior wall, they can become uncomfortable due to cool downdrafts in 
winter, and hot radiant walls in summer. To counteract these impacts 
and increase their comfort level, occupants will modify the space tern-
perature by changing the thermostat setting. Because this normally oc-
curs, the actual energy consumption increases beyond expected levels. 
In earth sheltered dwellings, this adverse radiant effect of sur-
faces is significantly reduced which directly affects the comfort level 
of occupants. The average temperature of the surrounding surfaces is 
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known as the mean radiant temperature (MRT). By most estimates, if the 
MRT is reduced by 1°F, and the air temperature rises 1°F, then the same 
level of comfort is maintained. In pre-1975 air conditioning design, the 
MRT was assumed to be equal to the inside air temperature, which is not 
the case in earth sheltered structures. Because of the passive cooling 
effect of earth backed walls, ceilings, and floors, the air temperature 
can be allowed to rise, thermostats can be allowed to rise, thermostats 
can be set higher, and occupants will still maintain a normal feeling of 
thermal comfort. It is important to maintain good thermal contact be-
tween the deep underground and the living space in order to take advan-
tage of the earth heat sink. 2 Significant comfort improvements can 
occur with this deliberate MRT design enhancement even with relatively 
high air temperatures.3 
The same benefits of MRT occur in the heating season, only in an 
opposite way. In winter, the air temperature can be permitted to go low-
er than the·72°F comfort region, and occupants will still be comfortable. 
The energy stored in the earth from summer months reduces heat losses 
from the space to the surrounding earth. Because of this phenomenon, 
the relative MRT will be higher than in summer, while the air temperature 
is lower in order to save energy. Another very significant winter strat-
egy that enhances the MRT effect is the use of passive solar heating. 
When comparing earth sheltered designs to above grade designs with 
respect to energy usage, this MRT aspect is not typically considered. 
Because of this MRT effect of earth backed walls (and passive solar heat-
ing in winter), the thermostats can be lowered in winter and raised in 
summer and occupants will experience the same level of comfort while sav-
ing energy. Taking this fact into account, and re-examining the previous 
comparisons, it is likely that although the design loads for the 
':'Arkansas" House equivalent dwellings and earth sheltered structures 
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are about the same, the energy consumption would differ significantly. 
As shown by the mean values in Figure 21, the "metered" heat loss ex-
perienced is lower than predicted values, probably due to this MRT effect 
primarily, which combined with the marginal passive solar gains result in 
a lower than normal thermostat setting in winter. Although the metered 
heat gain value is greater than the predicted value, probably due to un-
shaded passive gain and lack of evaporative cooling effects on the roofs, 
in summer, it still remains lower than the 11Arkansas 11 House values. In 
an actual case, the energy consumption indicated by the Arkansas cooling 
load would be expected to increase, as occupants would, more than likely, 
turn down the thermostat in order to maintain comfort when adverse MRT 
conditions exist. 
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1L. L. Boyer, ''Radiant Panel Effects of Floor/Ceiling Assemblies 
Incorporating Static, Return, and Supply Plenums, 11 ASHRAE Transactions, 
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August, 1978, Vo 1 . 3, No. 1 , p. 35. 
3o. L. Smith, "Mean Radiant Temperature and its Effects on Energy 
Consumption, 11 Proceedings of the 4th National Passive Solar Conference, 
G. Franta (Ed.) American Section/International Solar Energy Society, 
1979, p. 431. 
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CHAPTER V 111 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Restatement of Study 
As presented in Chapter I, the need for energy conserving solutions 
in the building community has contributed to the rise of earth shelter-
ing in recent years. Because earth integrated structures have been prov-
en to be an energy saving alternative to above grade construction, earth 
covered buildings have begun to be built at an almost exponential rate. 
The goals of this study, as stated in Chapter II, were to quantify the 
energy performance of selected earth sheltered dwellings, and compare 
the expected and actual energy levels with several energy standards cur-
rently used. It was out of a personal interest in this mode of habitat 
that this study was initiated. 
Procedure and Findings 
Six dwellings located in the state of Oklahoma were analyzed in this 
study. Actual metered energy consumption for each dwelling was presented 
exactly as received from monthly utility billings. Heating\and cooling 
loads were calculated using adaptatlons of currently a.VC1i:li'lble metb.odolo-
gies. In order to make comparisons with the total metered energy, appli-
ance and water heating estimates were added to the calculated energy 
required for space conditioning. Comparison of the actual total to the 
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predicted total energy usage indicates that the predicted values are in 
fairly good agreement with the actual values. 
In an approach to measure the energy effectiveness of earth shelter-
ed housing, the design loads of above grade equivalent dwellings were 
calculated and then· compared to the predicted design loads and estimated 
actual loads of the six residences in this study. The annual actual to-
tal consumption for the residences is compared to allowable energy budget 
currently proposed by federal law. 
Conclusions 
Due to the complex nature of heat transfer from earth sheltered 
dwellings, there is a general feeling that available hand calculation 
methods are not adequate when dealing with underground construction. 
The methodologies used in this study have been shown to predict with 
reasonable accuracy the total annual energy consumption. Although the 
comparison might indicate that the predictive methods could be used, 
more actual performance data from detailed on-site monitoring is needed 
in order to accept the validity of the findings presented. The bases 
used for numerous assumptions should also be substantiated. 
As comparisons with good, energy conscious above grade design point 
out, the earth sheltering alternative is a viable answer to the energy 
crisis at a residential level. 
The comparisons substantiate what was expected. The particular 
earth sheltered residences examined cut down on the space conditioning 
requirements by as much as 72 percent in the winter and 51 percent in 
the summer. The comparisons are of a classical nature, but consideration 
of above grade dwellings and below grade structures in the same comparison 
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is not really a fair appraisal. Because of the dissimilar boundary con-
ditions, thermal comfort is perceived differently for each case, and the 
energy consumption patterns would be expected to differ from below grade 
to above grade conditions. Energy savings beyond those identified could 
be expected due to the ramifications of this comfort aspect. Development 
of a more sensitive comfort indicator, or index, for earth sheltered 
housing would also increase the accuracy of energy consumption analyses. 
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7)lnFiH:r~ ~: f:~UC;.t F~rt(?) @(oOCFM ~ 
(ri">( (po") (~n)(l.bb) ~ .1%7 BY 
!!;>) TOT,A-l-~: 
~rth ~dt.e.d ~r~ 
C.ot1?-i:n.JG-bot'1 
S~b E~e 
lnf?il~on 
= 
1??~1 .. 4 
"-''214. 0 
L41?1·o 
1~f;>7, 0 
HEATING ENER61 ~TIMATIDN~ ~TE': ~ 
NO\IEMBE~ 
JANUAfZY 
(\1; ;w)(121~)(.z.4..) : ~4~. f, KtNI.\ 
(t;>l) (~+1~) 
(::...:n~J...:..1-i_o__:.))_(_1°_~_)_( 1._4_~-- = it?41.1 KWH 
(~l)(-:;411/) 
(11J1'20)(I0&1)('2.4) :: '2~\~.~ t<WH 
(&?i) ( ?41--.,) 
FEE>RUNZ"(. 
(L1> 1"lD) (14'2.) ( '24) 
( ?1)( '?4-1-=7) 
( i1) 1'20 )( ~q,~)( 1.4) 
(51) ('?4r~) 
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HEAT Lo;~ CALcUL.ATI~~: ~1-ri::: F 
N'levtn Ann~I /\ir Tetnper-atur~ =- <:Pr. '2.. , AT= 'f;,/ ° F 
J)H~ ~ 1},~~ ~rth ~~ ~II?:~~ Vil 
~ ~ ~ t~tia d ~II = ( o.(pl 8n,.J, I ft. cF) 
~th oP ~II = l le> 1 ~I ~1~11 HeAt k9:. = (11~)(t'.ti'f): 7~.'2 f>'riJ./f 
'2.)~. kz.h Th1~h A~t:?~b: i;;,bl~ VIII/ ,Ar~::r. 'ZeoD 
Y\lidtJ-7:(~4'1 ); (.0.014- e>~/f-1--i fJ(1.oco) 12.~.o~+v~/F 
~eat~ -rh1~h ~: ltit;Ll~bot1) 12..' ~I c..cNRA4 
( p, Lo ~ / ~'2 F)( '2ooo} ll.oo ~h/F 
A-)T~I ~@ ~rth ~~ ~r~: -;:o1.~~/F 
&-1:. De .. ;~,., -r~f' ==-Ct.~-/\)=- (wl:Z -2o) : 4\."Z °F 
Dew~t'I 'l~p DiPPe.r~ ~ (ID -41.'l) == ~~. 2'°F 
G12.~.1') (001.1.)-== ,eb41,+ BluLi 
'?)~ F~.~de ~~ bi.T~ ~,.to ~II<?: ( l# .f.t.-z.) (OJ)f)(J?-f) ~ -- 61? 
· ('2.40~2 )(0.l~}('l.D) :: ~4 
~i11~.:.: ((44 tt"£)(o.?2'J(?1J r; 4-,(pO 
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~~: ( 'Z \ ffL) { t!), ~4-')( ~-;; r 4-0 l 
('Zl tt-~)(o.~4-) (1..o) -:r _14-_~ __ _ 
tP144 ~ 
tP) ~~b E~ L~ : ~ ~ti1 :: -;;q, I > F = ~l 
(~1'\,f.?4') = . lll 4:> ~ 
7)1rtPil-tr~ L.~: ~~ F~..,(~)@<oc>CFM ~ 
(lSD)(1.0~)(151}(.?) = t;.l?'f-o ~ 
I?:>) TOT,AL.t:; ~ 
~rth ~~~r~ - f>f>41.4 
Cot1stn.JG-bd1 = 4'"144,0 
Sldll~ F:_d.::le. - ll IG~b 
lnfi IW::tt -~ot1 
-
~t?4D, 0 
~~ ... ~N l-IE?A.-r ~ tZ~) '2?'2 .4 ~ 
--
HEATING ENER<'.GY s:?TIMATION~ t::?rre r 
NOVEMBE~ 
JANU~Y 
FEE>RUARY 
('2.1..) '2.$?'2.)(~41)( '24) 
(~1)(?4-l~J 
('21-; '2.i:,2)(1~0 )( '24) 
( 1?1)( '?41'?) 
(~,'2?1.)(11~)(14) 
(~'1) ( ?41'?) 
( 12.~ J '2.ZS1.) (e44) ("24) 
(?1)(%1-;;) 
c~~/2.?~)(-:;q~)("24) 
(?1) (~·-1'~) 
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APPENDIX B 
COOLING SEASON CALCULATIONS 
114 
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~rn=: 
~""TH 
1'1/'b . A f? c,, D E F 
Hr<. ~ .. , G~.? '4~ b+.? l?t~ (b?.? 
----
~. M.AI ~.? ~.'2 ~8. i ~.1 ~~.? ~/2 
- . -- -- . ----- - --------- - -
_ tJUN '11.? 11. "I 17.? 11.? 77, J 71.~ 
-
-
uUL- ~.e £?~~ f:J1 eo-r ~?.Ce> 6?.~ 
-
- l'\J~ 7'1 ~I. I ~1 .. 4' Bi,~ f;,l. 7 f>J. l 
~· ??E:P /ri> /t:1. ~ 1"1./ 74.7 1rP.tf 1~.~ 
... 
--·-----
_- 07f (p~.& {A-:1 (P4,/ ~:7 ~l.'O ~ .. 7 
-
~pc..e: Envi~~~f ~ pir'Jd1 Inform~ t?e-v-
vice ~~I ~t1\1c..· ~ Arm~he.-vi~ 
_ . ~it'1~~0t'\.J ~tt~t'l\ vliwi-ci:, 
Ce1'1-t~ ~hwville) f'J..~.,; ~I .t>1. 
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-~AVE:F<AG€. ~ ~T 6A-IN FAGTO~~ 
;Vt:1lvet? ~ c::;H&F .fbunc-i iri C1'1a.ptet- IJ.tp; ~H-J<Ae 
=-iq-n fVnt,fe:-uY18Yl~I~ . H~l.f' ~y ~!0 ~Jed ~ -Cl-1ev1 
=Avu-a~~ ~ '2+-Viourpet"iod. ln-tetrpolat.eo-\ t?e- -
-=-~twee.ri 4V . 1 '-? '2 0 rJ . ~t.. 
-~ -- c::;.H0F ~HbF 
- t:?ovth Nottk 0o.;t.h f\brek\ 
-~ 0~ /J/I? ~.'? I~. I"? 
- -
- MA"1 t;ott:::> 4-~1 '2t?.~ l~ . .ZJ 
- JUN ?+o ~1+ /J_'t. I:? '21. 4-'2 
- -- ---
-JUL &;oo ~ l.2f? Jf).~'2 
NJ~- tt/UP 0?;Q 04:4 l?J.c::.J~ 
~p 1'244 '2,4q t?l.~ ID,IJ,f> -
~ a.r\ I~ I &:11 ~IJJ -,,~UJ 
~- ~II C@?u~-tiot'\ ~t"t:'Ur ~  ~11 - C:J 
~W'~- - ta 
1~~ .P~nd ;n ~~ 1~11 fund~rYt~lc? a,.IJ.?. 
~ C.-L..TD1~ ~vmmU>t ~F ~ whde ~y ~ ~vew-~e.?f ~ 
'2.t/-4-V1our pe,..yioJ.. Fol)hof ~t. a-ID .for & ~ e: l)Jeve 
_ ~ame f'or J1Jly) w~~ -the iz\ble i~ ~-t. up ,Por. 
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where. +he 0H&F valve~ ~re. +he ~ily --mio.,; ~~ 
f:. ~ ~ P\Yev~e ~f· of' -ft.ie r-rvvrtl' 1~ 1~CVl-t:\~~ J 
• 111 it? ~u;iti;ri ~d ~tn'YI c.orra::=..1:.i0Y1 4oYVl1 in 
:Note 4J l~ble71 ~'21?, . ~---.-- -------- --
Cl-TD 
~-rn ~uth NortVt ~t/~t.. 
-- A~ 12~.(p 1.~ ~I.~ -
-
----- --· - - - ------ -----------------. --- ------------ ---- -
- tvtAY 1"'1. t? J 1.0 ~~ .. ? 
-
JUN l~.Q J~.U, ~~,G 
JUL t1.2 1"2.0 /j/2, 
--
- ~ 1.'2.f?- ~.~ ~l.cP 
~p ~?,~ 4.0 ~.6 
--
cu-r (J,?.1 -~.o 12.t:t 
-- ---
COOLl~GJ ~ ~L.ciL1LAl1af?: ~TE A 
H~t ~in ThreilJh Ex~ ~de~ ~Llre~ 
· ~I~ Ar~ = qo ~· f'-t:.. JU= c:?. t?b 
~I I .A.r~ ; '?Tl ~.Pt-. 1 U • 6>.oe>? 
AP~ll-= t"'f=~4.1,~1-tsF =~'?.":? 'C:::.L-ID:. ,zq,(, 
6~t;.?: Conve::;~ve (p.~)(40)(~1-1?):; -??1.~v 
~di?lnt (~o)(~?.'?)( D.02') z; '2r'fl5 .. 14' 
~II: (O.Of>?)(?T/)(21.1) :r 14?4:>,~4 
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TOTAL ~1 l4,14 ~h 
6~%: Cc?nve::--l::ive. (c:>.c:.?~)(qo)(~1.S-1S):= -1.'67 .. Jo 
~~.-i-C (~o)("2.?,'?)(l!'.~2?) =- '2a?~.1& 
0.o~)(?J··f)(r1,?):: e>t;,'b,"2'1 
Tor.AL ~ ~74. '1? ~h 
~~: Coh.t~-bve (o.f?~)(~o)(11.s-1?}::: \=;o,?o 
~~iant (1CJ)(~ .. ?)(D~~J = 11€>1..o 
~II: (t>.~(?TJ)(t6l3>} : 74::0.14 
IOT,,A.l.. '2" 1 '2, (p4 B.ftNi 
GI~~; Cotlv~-t:ive (o. t:.7b) (t:to )~. e>-7 '3): 1'20. ~ 
f<Mian-e (.qo)(1.?)(o.~e>) :: l4f:x!:'.o 
~II: (a~)(t;>TI} (11/'2) .:- ~~. ts"1 
TOTAL-
G~! ~v~tive (o.~)(~0)(1q-1?):: /let>.~ 
~~rit. (~o)(":b4-.4) (o.f>Z?) ~ '21~4 .. 4f, 
~~lh (O.osr:;)(61'1)(~ .. t;,): l ID'?, 6 J 
1Z>TAl.. 4o~.14 ~ 
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GOEPTE:MBER: 'tq=1 Cti )~F : ~\ • .q ,CL..TD =' '-?t; .? 
~: ~tlveG--t:.ive (t9.?~)(qo)(1ep ... 1?): t::>'2."2o 
~J~n-t: (46)('?1.1)(0.~} = ~l \ o.4~ 
Y\J~ll: ( () .o~?) ('?TI)( "=>6. ?~~ \ 14- f. dJ 
WTN- '?10~.11 ~ 
Q:::,T 02:>f:= ~ : 'f:e,:: G/2. .. (p , ~HSF = ~; ~ 2~~-rD ::: (fl?,~ 
~~ ~ ~ec.~'Je (&.?f? )(qo)(&Z..to ..-1is) = ... ~41.1.b 
~i~i-t-1::- (~o)(~4 .. '?} ~.lbe>) ~ ~€. tstP 
~11 ! (o.ow)(?rf)~?.q :. ~~'2.o~ 
1Z>TAL 
ClX>L-1 ~ ~ CALC.LJ LATl~=~llE A 
H~t bliVJ ftv'W' lri1::.a~I ~~ 
!=4uiptn'-t11:) fr;pli~n~; U~k1:e::. 
P~e 
U~~ai~ l'.'.?Fc.e:; 
(12~/~'£)(p.;10.,A-i)(,c;,)~ \~(O ~ 
~LE 
12ea-~~ ; .L ~e.; l +'~le 
G?\ee-p''IN'\' (~~)(!.'BIO) (~~D: tz;\~6 
O~eb< (Co hV"=7)( {.'b?)( 47.0J ~ 4~G'2. 
(4~'2)/~4) ~ 4\D ~ 
U~Drnc:NED ~.A::e~ Y1011e 
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Q~ +Qb + 6(>G -f- 6?p i' &'e, 
Nurnt/elr £ ~Fn~5 
t::?i.. = l~ 61 ~· t!-1: . 
. ~p ~ I~?/ (12 = ~'2.t'b, I? ~· ;-1:. 
: 4-o./ 
T =- ( o.r,) = .&e0t N~ = ~t9~1 ) tf = ~- !4 ( llo?1) ) 
n = (1.r:,X ~'2f:>.i;) = a:>#q~ 
( 1.0'0X to) +Clo )-t (In)( e;ze,. t5>) 
l (J-t:>.42'4- ) +(<M24 )(c:>.14) J 
APRIL~ ~=4:>4.1 > ~t.= '2741.4 ~ /p~ 
~r = ( '2141.4) +[/o(tco-10)]-+ [(1.0t?)(lo)(u,+.1-7o) J 
-[(r.~')(io)+(Jb)] (~.cz;) 
- '2e,ot .?l {p 
~J = ( ~6DZ )(~) = ~D4 ~ 
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O?r· (1..111. 4-e>) + (~)-+ (10,e>)(&q.c:;;-lc:i){'U?.~)(Ui.t;) 
~ 1'2.~~~-b &h.J., /p~ 
&.:i :t (1..'?'?~.e,) ('t): 4-<P1'7::>./(p ~ 
JUNE: ~= 11.? 6?L.: '2-ZZ~. ~? 
6<r= (~'2.:24'.~?)-1-(~) + (Lt!;.f:;J)(17,t;-lD)-(1~?.'2.) 
= '241'2. L~ ~ /pev~ 
c9J:: ( 141'2.. l'?J(t.2) :: 44'44. ~ e,Jut-i 
J LILY~ t::,c~.f:>) t?~ = 1'2.(ptp I .'1/ 
qr :r ( "2.(p(// ,~1)+ (~60)+ (10.e,)~.~-lo)-(t~~.'2) 
= ~14.11 ~~111r~ 
QJ :J (~l4.11)(12) = GCY2'1.~-;::, B-k.th 
AUGUC:ST: L,= 14, ~L. = '2.4 Db,4 
C<r • (~4ob,4)+ (?z:o) + (lo.~)(11-10)+ (-1?r;.~) 
= "?110,4 ~Ir~ 
&c:1.:: c~r10.4)("2-}" <P?4o.~ ~ 
t?EPTEMBE.f<-: ~= 7~ )O{t = 3e>41.~ 
t:?r ~ ( ~~41.M) +(~) -1- (10.'0) (7&-7 D)-(l~t? ,;z) 
-= +o1 \.? ~ 1r~ 
~J:. (4dll.?)(12.) :: ~l4? E>-h.th 
~OBER: -l-,:. (p1..t.P ,6?L =- 471.t:J. ({)( 
Q~· ( 41'22!?.4'1) 4 (3x:>) + ((o.~X(p'2.C,-7o)- (r~s.'2.) 
:; 4t>t-?. £?? ~ /revr;ovl 
GJ== ~2'1~.??)(~):: ~c&>'ZI. I ~ 
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~LIN& Et-.JERGI ~Tl~Tlc:N ~t::?ITE. A 
((p hr-s / M)' ) -,( ( gc, day/ wionth) :: Leo h~ / moriw 
APf<,JL 
{!ez?)( %~) 
lt?~."2 KV\l~ : (".'? eiiu;~tt-)(!ao) 
~-y 
(l~}( 4-U>l4J L~q.4 KWl-l c~s~) 
JUNE 
(L~)(~4J?J 
j~~.4 K~l-l .::: ( (p?oo} 
JULY 
( Lf'/O) (W'?o ') i(p-,_ 0 KWH = ('t?a:>) 
~LJ:::sT 
(leoc>)(G~41) 
\"1'3.(p KWl-t ( t;.c:;oo) = 
~EP1Elv1BJ::~ 
(L~}(~l 4~) 
'2.Z?.? ~~ '= {tP~) 
~ToBe.~ 
(Lfl:O) ( qt;,'21) "2~~. (p \'.WH (£P'3a?) ~ 
C:,OOLl~G ~ CALclJLA1laJ0:C:;i1TE ~ 
H~t ~in Thr~h P<~ ~de~ ~Llr~, 
Q~ ~ ~b -t Qc. ~I~ Are.c-t = t?1. ~· f-t.. ) U = o. 6'b 
~II Ar~ :.z:?? ~.f4:., 1.Jia e.1'2.. 
AP~IL-: t'1=c;,?.t? ,~i-tsF = 1~.1~ '~L..ID = 12.? 
6~~: eonv~-bve (£9,c:,;~)(?i)(~i:=.,;.c:;-'is):: -~\4.0( 
~di?tnt ( ~;-1) ( 1':2_,,J~)(0.0~) ~ c;,~1,oq 
~II: (o.1.z.)(1??)(tL.t?) : 70, r:;,o 
TOTAL 
G~: Ct?nvec,-bv~ (-?J~.e>Co )( ~1/2-16): -l~ 1.14 
~ic;tt1-I:- (~.11p)(1~,12) :; ~l'2..~ I 
~lh ('2~.'Z)(ll,o) : ~lD/'ZD 
~~: U>t-N~-bve (?~..ctP)(i1YJ-1?)-=- t::tt?. ~1 
~~i~nt (~.I~)( ~l.4) .: \Di?,4'2. 
~II: ( 1.e:>."2.)(1~. t;.,) = ~~~. ?'2 
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Gl4~: Conv~tive (??.04>)(2>?.f,-1i;)~ ~i;>l.ot? 
~~t1-c (w.1a,)Ci2' .cq.z') = 441. ~?/ 
· . Nall: ( 1..e>/l)( I~) :. ~~,4-D 
TOT.AL.. lw44 ,4-f, ~ 
G~! ~v~tive (~.04')(£>1.l ... 16)~ '2.oL. 4:>1 
~~nt. (1;0.iCp)(r~.q'Z)= 100./l~ 
~~II~ ('2~."2. )( e,.~) = '234 .04' 
t:OE:PrE.MBE~: tq:11er.'? 2~t= c 10.?b ,ct..TD. 4.~ 
~: ~tiv~-t,;"e ( ~?.dp )(;~:~-115)= 14'2., I~ 
~J~n-l: (~.I {p) ( jt:> .. ~) = ~'2l'!>. c;~ 
N~ll~ ( 1/b.1..)( 4 .. ~) = l'Z L. '24' 
WlN- lf?4,ob ~ 
a::.To2:>e~: ~= 4'4-.n ,~~:a 1.tqt, ;c.~-rD = -~ 
~~~~~-ve (~.bW)('14./-1?)= -'?40.~'2 
~i~J1~ (~,l(p')(/.&t(p) : ~1.'21 
~lh (~.'2)( ... ~) = -1~.~o 
- I / D, 1-4 P-:*uh 
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~l-JNb ~ ~a.JLATl~=~llE E;> 
He£.tt ~i11 F~ lnterrl::'ll ~~ 
f:4L.Jip111eA1-l:J ,Appli~n~; Li:Jk1:~ 
P~le 
U~t-Qc:;nd c?F.:::es 
('2exx>.A1.)(tz~/#~) ~ ~&,~ ~ 
~US74-~ . 
<?\eep·,~ ~ · (e>lvr~)( 4-)(~~) = 1\;Zoa 
\t\ HDl..t~~ : ((p k~) ( 4) (4'2o) ~ lb;D~ 
~Y A:=kiv1:J: (1oh~)( 1'2.1( 420/ = ~400 
('7-~{r;b0)/(;;.4) = l~~1 ~ 
U~DrncNED ~h::E~ 
GM'ti~ ) rJ. to +4 ~ 1/-.Ja.JA 1 u :: tP. 1 rz.. 
(D)(A}("t..-tt) . 
¥l: - 1~1.'2. AUJct?t = r1t:?.1 
~: -f~[.o ~~ .. l1.~.l? 
Ju.Me: '80.I? U.~: -2~4'.~ 
Ju~: 'Qll.O 
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.a::oLIN.G .LoAD CALUULATJC:*.l~: C?ITE ~ 
Q~ +Qb + 6(>G T 6?p i" &e, 
NumbeJt' t:R ~Frrts 
0~= ~~4 *1• ~. 
~p • ');~ /4 = '1 ~I ~· f-t:. 
l 
= /.D 
~r:r (liU,?.e>}+(~) + (10.to)(Cot?.r;-1D)-(1.o.'o)(;} 
::: \f/1 \.~ ~ /~ 
qj ~ (\f,ll._ (p )( 4)-:: (-tf/tP.? ~ 
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Qr· (f1'2t? .~) +(~) 4 (10.'b)(~."Z-lo) - (\4?,4') 
: '2.oll ,O(p ~ .1~ . 
&.:i= ~'2f?4.'24 ~ 
JUNE: ~= 11.'1 2 6?~ = '2. l l'b,~ 
Cir= (.Zif~,'?)+ (~o)+ (10.~)(T1.vt-7D) - (14'?.4') 
= lz~?b.otz ~ /~ 
6?J = 14~'2, t>e:> ~ 
J LILY~ ~c f,?.~ 6?i.. = ~l~e> .1'2. 
t?r:r (;z1q~,1-z)-t (~)4 (to.b)(e;?.~-7D)-(i4?.Gi) 
= fl?2~.l(p ~/p~vi 
G~P IOJ0-1'2 "a,4 BhJ., 
AUGU~T: t.,=~1. \, Qt.== 12.o??/,t1 
C<r • ( '20~1, 11).f (~) + (/D,~)(bl.l -7D)-(l4-?.tp) 
' 
: '2-?t1. 4 ? ~/r~ 
&J.: 4'24°6,e:>~. 
t?EPfE.M~: ~=i'1.~1 ~L = ltq?(p.1. 
ar:a (tq~4',tz) +(~)+ (10.~)oq.~-10)-(14?,tp; 
= '211 t.04- ~fr~ 
~J:. '01 lP4, I Co Btuh 
~OBER: L,=- G;4.1 JRL=- l~o/.rs 
Qy • (I <Pol. t:;>) + ( ~) + (lo.~) (&+.1 ... 1 o) - (14\5, (p) 
~. ~104-. {p(.p E>\u.-h / p~ 
OJ== {J:;e;,lf/, ~ ~ 
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CCoLING> E~ERGI ~Tl~Tlal ~~ITE.. f> 
· (~ h1'°'7 / ~'f ) 7( ( ~ day/ l110nth) ;: leo hr-sr / t11011W 
~L 
(J.20)(14~1) 
'201.~ KV\1~ 'II (~.S? &lu/~it)(Laz:i) 
~-y 
.. 
(l~) (~'2S4) 
.. 1"2'2q. 4 -~H ~ c~~J 
JUNE 
. (L~)(~ 4~'2..) /2{p(.'2. Kv..tH 
· ( ~~oo') 
JUL'( 
( Lf'X')(J~ 0'-11) 
:I '2.~.4' K~H ('C?a:>) 
~lJ::::>T 
(l!X:>J(~~-4tP) r'J..~ KW~ ( G.~o) :::. 
c::; E: PI f:W1Bf::.~ 
(~'00) (f:>ltP4) 
'2.4'2..1 ~\.\ '=' {V>~} 
~ c::::>BE.R 
(LICO) (~~1'1) l~e>.~ ~H (~"XV) -::. 
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C,OOLl~G ~ CAL..c-ULA11~=~TE G 
~t ~in ittro.;an ~ ~v~.) ~ Glt::t~ 
~~: Gl~~ - J~ ~IJ.-> '?°~ 
.. Vbl ~·10- Nef"t.h .4~uth ... '2.f1 P~"' 
· ~ ~ v-Je?-t - i 'l i .A::-
fa?P - 1:7et?Ft1. 
u .... p~: G~~::: C'/.~v )~c. .-o.0e, 
~~~ t).O{ 
~ ~0.01 
AfF4 L- ~ ~ ~ ~? 1 ~t:e ~F ~ a_.ro \ab~ 
) 
G~~~ ('1.2e>)(-10.?) ~ -~1.# 
(14;L)(0?:?;>) == ~1.1~ 
~11 ',?; ( l~.?;~)(12t1.1J - 4?'?. 'W 
N (It?,~?)( /l,?/ ~ ~8, '?'Q 
e.w(i?.~)(01.~) = 4'~~.1 
f?cot: ( 1M)('2.1. ~I = ~ r?1 ?. 6 
-r01P1- ~~J'.?, 112 ~ 
~~%: (q/1-e;1 c-~.'9) (14. l) ( tJ.?~~) 
~II·. 0 C1G-.~)(11.t?) 
N ( ~?.~?; j(l 1.0) 
e:~ (IC?.?4-)(~1~6) 
ft&: (l~~J;?) 
~ ~t..-4.o?.J 
- 01?6-7q:; 
= '2 ~~,1'2~ 
-=- I ~f'~~0 
= t9oi?.00 
-::. t? t? 1 ?. F5D 
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JULY~·~.? t>1 
c;~~: (t1.ZfJ)(t12) - l t L ?;>Cp 
( 14.) ( '2 r?) ::t ~?'2.QO ~l : c-; (tQ.~)(tl.'2.J ::: l}k'?.C, 1 
N ( 1?:~"3)( l'2) = I~~.~~ 
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